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NIXON REAPS LANDSLIDE WIN 
President tkhord M. Nixon 
By Walter R. Mean 
APraittanlWrlur 
President Nixon swept to towering 
re-election last night burying 
Democratic challenger George 
McGovem in one of history's greatest 
landslides. 
But widespread ticket-splitting 
appeared to be blunting the impact of 
Nixon's triumph on the fortunes of 
some other Republican candidates. 
The pattern was mixed in an array of 
close Senate contests 
Illinois' 26 electoral votes pushed 
Nixon's electoral vote count to the 270 
votes he needed for his "four more 
years" in the White House. 
He led for 161 more electoral votes 
IN ALL, Nixon held the lead in 40 
states. McGovem in four and the 
District of Columbia, where he had 
gained his three electoral votes 
Amid the tight Senate contests, there 
was a good omen for Democrats in 
Kentucky, where they gained what had 
been a Republican seal 
The victory of Democrat Walter 
Huddleston   diminished   what   hopes 
Republicans had that they might ride 
the Nixon landslide to Senate control 
for the fust time in 18 years 
In the House, where the Republicans 
needed 39 seats to take over-and never 
{•ally thought they could do it-partial 
returns gave them a net pickup of only 
one 
Thai was in contrast to the massive 
margin ot   the  Nixon  triumph   The 
ti'pular vote read this way with well 
ver  26  per  cent   of   the   nation's 
precincts counted 
N i\»n 27,851.886 votes or 62 per cent. 
McGovern 16.466.723 votes or 37 per 
cent 
And despite Ins triumph, Republican 
Senate seals were in jeopardy in states 
such as Maine. Delaware and South 
Dakota 
IN A PRIME example of the split 
ticket. Democratic Gov, Robert 11 
Ducking won re-election while Nixon 
was rolling up 71 per cent of the 
presidential vote That was in Kansas 
On the other hand. Nixon's landslide 
appeared to be helping Republican 
Senate challenger William Scott in 
Virginia, where he led Democratic- 
Sen William B Spong 
Ohioans reject income tax repeal 
By Perry Smith 
Associated Press Writer 
COLUMBUS i APi Ohioans gave 
resounding approval to their 10-month- 
old state income tax yesterday, a 
result hailed by Gov John J Gilligan 
as a "great tribute to the people of 
Ohio 
Never was there doubt The margin 
against repeal of the tax. source of 
nearly a quarter of the slate govern- 
ment's tax income, widened as the 
counting progressed 
With 7.335 of the state's 12.826 voting 
places accounted for. the tally was 
611.029 for repeal, 1.335.620 against 
repeal 
The repeal faction headed by Rep 
Robert E Netzley i R-7 l.aura I put out 
a statement shortly before midnight 
contending Ohioans were 
"overwhelmed by the massive 
propaganda campaign unloaded upon 
them by the special interest lobbies 
and the wasteful spenders " 
The repeal group noted that it had 
been subjected to 78 law-suits and five 
Supreme Court cases during its 
attempt to put the issue on the ballot 
The statement was signed bv Netzley 
and Reps. Chester T Cruze (R-68 Cin- 
cinnati! and Joseph P. Tulley (R-37 
Mentor! 
They said they planned to keep their 
group together to determine what 
future path it would follow "in the 
effort to achieve the right to vote and 
to control the welfare waste in the 
state government " 
"The panic that descended upon the 
spenders and the special interest 
groups knew no bounds when they were 
faced with possible control by the 
people." the tax repeal group said 
"No false statements or misrepre- 
sentation was too outrageous for them 
to make in their state of panic."  ■ 
BUT. GOV. GILUGAN said Ohio 
voters weren't "confused by the 
simplistic arguments against the tax 
"They could tell a good tax from a 
bad lax." the governor said and 
promised there would be no new taxes 
during the remaining two years of his 
term 
The repeal issue was taking more 
than a two to one beating around the 
state Proponents of the current tax 
predicted victory as early as 8:30 p.m. 
as the trend was established 
Prosecutor race- 
Spitler lead slim 
By Scott Scredon 
Managing Editor 
With seven precincts to report, 
incumbent Wood County Prosecutor 
Daniel Spitler iD I was leading 
Republican challenger John 
Cheetwood by 159 votes at 3 am today 
In another close race. Republican 
Ray ('oiler was leading Independent 
Cloyce McGiffin in the county sheriff s 
race. Neither man was the incumbent 
Democrats captured the two county 
commissioners races contested 
yesterday John Ault 1> edged out 
Charles Brough i R. 116.201 to 14.816 
Frank Radeloff (D i upended George 
Scott iR i by 1.847 votes for the other 
commissioner's post. 
THE ISSUE to make precincts 2D 
and 3A "dry" precincts failed by a vote 
of 259 to HI. 
The .3 mill Wood County tax levy for 
the menially retarded was passed by a 
vote of 20.188 to 12.893 
In other local elections. Edward 
Nietz. (R.l beat Fred Gerken (D.I for 
the county treasurer's seat. The vote 
was 19.078 to 12.199 
For County Coroner, incumbent Dr. 
Roger Peatee (Rl beat Dr. Al Smith 
i D. i by a 16.910 to 14,274 count 
In unopposed races. John Dunipace. 
(D.) remained Municipal Court judge. 
Glen Parsons was elected Juvenile 
Court judge, and Paul Davis iR. I was 
elected county recorder. 
Of the student vote recorded. Sen. 
George McGovern had the edge in 
votes over President Nixon. However, 
of the precincts reported with a heavy 
faculty populace. President Nixon was 
a clear winner. 
OUT OF THREE precincts including 
students on and off campus. McGovern 
accumulated 640 votes to President 
Nixon's 466 votes. 
Precincts included in the student 
vote were 1C, 2B. and 2C. 
Out of three faculty precincts 
reporting presidential results. 
President Nixon drew 588 votes 
compared to 265 votes for McGovern. 
These faculty precincts also voted 
heavily for Cheetwood. The same 
precincts gave Cheetwood a 663 to 520 
edge over Spitler 
The prosecutor's race was almost 
dead even with the campus vote 
reported. With two-thirds of University 
vote in. Cheetwood led Spitler 270-257. 
Faculty and students combined to 
help pass the levy for the mentally 
retarded and quash the attempt to 
repeal the state's graduated income 
tax 
IN THE SAME four faculty 
precincts. 947 voted against the repeal, 
while 202 voted for the repeal of the 
tax 
The two-thirds of the University 
campus precincts showed 500 votes 
against the repeal, and 83 votes for it. 
• Te  Community   Iwumon   prtMtutf 
race,' pat* three. 
"The    people,"    said    Gilligan, 
obviously wanted good schools and 
such things as good pollution control 
"They  don't  mind paying for these 
things as long as they think it is fair." 
Albert H Sealy. the Dayton attorney 
who headed Ohioans for Fair Taxation, 
opposed to repeal, said defeat of Issue 
proved the intelligence of Ohio voters 
I think the victory will be over- 
whelming." he said as the returns 
came in. "It is a credit to all our people 
who worked at the grass-roots level 
communicating the facts.'' 
THE BATTLE OVER tax repeal 
during the past few months was merely 
a continuation of the fight over the lax 
itself, adopted after an 11-month 
legislative hassle 
The tax got final approval Dec. 10 
when 13 Republicans led by House 
Speaker Charles F Kurfess iR-4 
Perrysburgi joined 43 Democrats to 
vote for it. Gov John J Gilligan had 
endorsed the measure 
Passage of the tax irritated a group 
of GOP dissidents who first organized 
in the last session of the General 
Assembly to put the campus disorder 
bill-designated House Bill 1219-into 
effect 
The forces, led by Netzley, calling 
themselves    the    "12-19    Caucus 
although it included some who aren't 
around then, quickly took up the repeal 
cry. 
At stake was not only the future of 
the tax but Kurfess' leadership position 
and possibly that ol Andrews as well 
Netzley has said he feels the 
Republican leadership "sold out to 
Gilligan and his tax spenders." 
Insiders contended the Republican 
strategy was to give Gilligan enough 
voles to get the income tax through but 
then blame n Ml lum when he seeks re 
election in 1974 
That apparent strategy collapsed 
under attack Irom Netzley's forces 
Each time Kurfess or other 
Republicans tried to label Gilligan as a 
big spender, Netzley's lorces would 
counter with a new release pinning 
passage ol the tax on the GOP leaders. 
The picture was similar in South 
Carolina and Oklahoma, for seats now 
Democratic 
The national picture 
Popular vote, 26 per cent of voting 
units: Nixon 13.771.158 or 64 per cent. 
McGovern 7.580.132 or 35 per cent. 
Electoral vote: Nixon carried 46 
states with 463 electoral votes and led 
in one state with 45 electoral votes: 
McGovern carried the District of 
Columbia and Massachusetts for 17 
votes and led in one state with 10 
electoral votes Needed to win 270 
electoral votes. 
SENATE, at stake 33 seats, majority 
51: Republicans won five and had 26 
holdovers, for a total of 31; Democrats 
won two and had 41 holdovers, for a 
total of 43 Net gain one Democrat with 
26 races undecided. 
House. 435 seats, majority 218: 
Republicans won 65 seats, Democrats 
won 121 seats Net gain one Republican 
with 249 races undecided 
Governors 50. at stake 18: 
Republicans won one and had 12 
holdovers, for a total of 13: Democrats 
won two and had 20 holdovers, for a 
total of 22 Net gain zero with 15 races 
undecided 
Ironically. Illinois, which assured 
Nixon's narrow victory over Hubert I!. 
Humphrey four years ago. and sealed 
his trouncing of McGovern. was a state 
in which the Democratic nominee had 
concentrated his campaign 
Nixon was polling 55 per cent of the 
vote there. 
And the pattern was similar in other 
states that topped the McGovern 
target list for example. Ohio, where 
the President was gaining 60 per cent 
of the vote, and Pennsylvania, where 
he was gaining 57 per cent. 
Republicans were ahead in Senate 
races for currently Democratic seats 
in Virginia. New Hampshire and 
Oklahoma but their margins were thin 
Democratic nominees led in early 
returns from three states with 
Republican seats up for grabs-Illinois. 
South Dakota and Delaware. 
ELSEWHERE Republicans and 
Democrats were leading for Senate 
seats their parties now hold, except in 
Louisiana where an independent was 
ahead in a race for a Democratic seat 
In the House, it was a stand-off; 
neither party had gained seats in the 
early tabulations, and continued Demo- 
cratic control was a virtual certainty. 
Governors were being elected in 18 
states 
Early returns put six Democrats and 
six Republicans ahead, with no votes 
tabulated in the other contests. 
Even as the votes were counted. 
Republicans assembled for their 
anticipated victory celebration at a 
Washington hotel and claimed a sweep 
of historic proportions 
Nixon flew back to the While House 
from California to await the outcome. 
The Nixons voted in San Clemente. 
Calif 
MCGOVERN WAS in Sioux Falls. 
S.D.. after voting a straight 
Democratic ticket in his hometown of 
Mitchell. 
The returns were compiled and 
distributed by the News Election 
Service, an organization formed eight 
years ago by The Associated Press. 
United Press International, American 
Broadcasting Co., Columbia Broad- 
casting Co., Columbia Broadcasting 
System and National Broadcasting Co. 
Outside the spotlight of the 
presidential and congressional races, 
there were thousands upon thousands 
of other decisions made 
In five states, for example, the 
voters decided whether to alter or 
eliminate the system of property-tax 
support of public schools in order to 
equalize educational financing 
The ballot Nixon marked was two 
feet long, the process took him more 
than five minutes in the polling booth 
It covered 22 referenda as well as 
offices from president down. 
There were five separate ballots 
covering all the races and issues at 
McGovern's polling place in Mitchell. 
S.D. 
In legislative contests 
3 Republicans ahead 
Three Republicans appeared to be 
heading lor big victories in local races 
for the U.S. Congress, the Ohio House 
of Representatives and the Ohio 
Senate. 
Rep Delbert l.alta was leading his 
Democratic opponent Bruce Edwards 
in Wood, Putnam and parts of Ottawa 
counties at 3 am today 
I.atta had two to one and three to one 
leads over Edwards in Wood County. 
The other counties that had not yet 
reported were supposed to be "solid" 
Latta country, according to one 
pollster. 
REPUBLICAN CHARLES Kurfess 
was leading heavily over Democrat 
William Artino in Wood County. The 
clerk of the House of Representatives 
in Columbus said last night Kurfess was 
apparently re-elected because of his 
safe vote margins. 
Paul Gillmor appeared on his way to 
re-election to the state senate over 
Democratic challenger Bill Smith. His 
margin of victory was not as large as 
expected in Wood County, but he still 
carried it easily 
Latta, a seven-term congressman, 
backed    President    Nixon    while 
Republican 
headquarters 
Tiwnapaapla at Bawling Oraan Republican InuaauiiMwi, 341 N. Main St., 
watch national ratvtm via television, while a tatty on lacal sisttlsn roeutti i> 
kept mn a nearby chalkboard. 
Edwards sought to make inflation and 
unemployment his main issue. 
LATTA STUCK to defending the 
President by voting on all major 
defense bills, against end-the-war 
amendments, and for most other bills 
supported by the present 
administration. 
Kurfess led the Republican fight for 
passage of the graduated state income 
tax. although his leadership in the next 
legislature may be challenged. 
Kurfess said as speaker he has 
doubled state support for schools and 
relief of the tax burden 
l.'e is also opposed to an arbitrary 
across-the-board lowering of the age of 
majority to 18. 
ARTINO. MAYOR of Bellvue for six 
years, was also a supporter of the 
graduated income tax. and did believe 
in lowering all adult rights to 18. 
Whaf's Inside? 
Turn to the following pages for more 
election coverage involving local, state 
and national races and issues. 
PAGE THREE: Newsnotes recaps 
the final decisions on Issue One, the 
Ohio Supreme Court justices and state 
legislature posts. 
The outcome of a last-minute 
campus poll is discussed, along with a 
focus on local offices and issues. 
A look at the Ridge Street School 
polls is included, along with late 
reports on local elections. 
PAGE FOUR: Why did some 
University students choose not to vote? 
Some varied viewpoints are expressed 
by those surveyed. 
McGovern headquarters in 
Cleveland were anything but lively last 
night, and the article cites campaign 
workers' reactions. 
Another campus survey explains 
whether or not Nixon's recent peace 
bids swayed voters. 
An insight into politics in this 
election year at the national, state and 
local levels-it's all inside. 
/ 
•of* 2 /Th« BO News, Wednesday, Mwhl 1.1973 
Vietnam war 
Included in the nine-point peace plan the United States and 
North Vietnam were supposedly ready to sign two weeks ago was 
a provision that this country help rebuild the lands it has 
virtually pounded to oblivion. 
> 
Considering the damage we have done, including this point in 
any peace agreement is only just. 
What seems so utterly absurd is the fact that even though we 
know we will probably be obliged to rebuild the areas we have 
destroyed, we plan to continue our destruction right up until the 
day a cease-fire goes into effect. 
Perhaps a few more tons of bombs here and there don't make 
that much difference to some people-but does it make any sense 
to continue to bomb what we know we'll eventually have to 
repair? 
Deaths, injuries, burned villages and homeless Vietnamese 
haven't been gruesome enough or painful enough to force this 
country to discontinue the bombings. 
Hut perhaps a sharp blow to the American pocketbook will. 
housing 
Once again University students are being forced to bear the 
consequences of administrative incompetence. 
A number of students were forced to find off-campus housing in 
the fall because all residence halls were filled. 
Now they are required to move back on campus for winter 
quarter where vancancies have occurred. 
Students were given alternatives of living off campus fall 
quarter and returning to campus winter quarter, commuting to 
school if they met commuter requirements, attending a branch 
campus or waiting until winter quarter to return to school. 
None of these alternatives were fair to a student who wanted to 
attend Bowling Green's main campus this fall and who was 
unable to commute. 
It was unjust that many of these students were not advised of 
their need to find off-campus housing until the last week before 
classes began. 
Some of the students involved never signed a housing contract 
last spring. It is unreasonable to require them to move back on 
campus winter quarter. 
We are sick of paying for the mistakes made by poor 
administrative planning. This resulted in an unnecessary 
inconvenience to the students involved. 
We must conclude there is not a severe need to make all 
students with less than 90 credit hours live on campus. 
We urge the University to reconsider this inequitable plan. 
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analysis of campaign 
By William F. Berkley 
There is a continuing interest in the 
reporting of Presidential races, and 
now we have a most interesting 
analysis, published by a group put 
together by "The Alternative" 
Magazine, entitled Report on Network 
News' Treatment of the 1872 
Democratic Presidential Candidate -a 
239 page report available from The 
Alternative Analysis Center, Rural 
Route 11, Box 360, Bloomington, 
Indiana 47401. 
Everyone will be interested in it, 
demonstrating as it does a) that 
McGovern was made by the television 
media; and (inferentially) b) that he 
was destroyed by the television media. 
It is the insight of Professor Paul 
Weaver of Harvard, consultant of this 
project, that the bias of television 
coverage is not necessarily ideological, 
but has rather to do with the theatrical 
demands of the medium. 
THUS THE impact of television 
coverage can only be done by 
"thematic analysis." 
"(TV'sl principal need is for a clear, 
continuous narrative line sustained 
throughout the story-something with a 
beginning, a middle and an end that 
will create, maintain and if possible 
increase the viewer's interest " 
Because of this need, a television 
story cannot focus simply on an event 
and go on to describe serially its 
components; it needs instead a theme 
which can be sustained throughout the 
story 
The bias is more journalistic than 
political At least to a point. 
The natural tendency of TV coverage 
is to present a campaign in terms of 
ambitious men and their relative 
fortunes. 
THE RESULT is that TV news 
presents politics--especially 
Presidential politics-as a kind of horse 
race, analyzing the contest in such a 
way as to suggest that the substantive 
positions of the candidates are merely 
tactical. 
The emphasis on the human side of 
politics has several consequences, 
which include a bias in favor of 
amateur politicians i anti-politicians, 
you might say). 
The study examines the media 
coverage of practically all the 
Democrats who sought the nomination. 
First there was Muskie. the early 
Krontrunner I'aving cast him as the 
Krontrunner. TV newsmen had a 
problem: how to get stories out of his 
advantage, once the advantage had lost 
its newsworthiness 
Solution ask whether his lead could 
hold Will the Krontrunner (alter? In 
the nature of things, he had to. He had 
a big lead when he was for all intents 
and purposes the only one running 
BUT ONCE THE campaign got 
going, others would inevitably rise in 
the polls, and it wasn't fair to expect 
him not to "falter." 
He cried in pubhe-a silly but minor 
incident which, however, was 
immediately seized on by the news 
industry as a "turning point", and so. 
thanks to their diligence in amplifying 
it. it became. Now Muskie was 
' fighting for his life: soon he was a has 
been." 
Press coverage of the issues was so 
skimpy that nobody who depended 
entirely on television was likely to 
know clearly where Muskie stood, 
despite his forthrightness. 
Other    candidates'    stands    were 
era of non-involvement 
By Kim Schlaefcr 
Guest Columnist 
The Ms. an era of non-involvement 
; among students, seems to be making a 
^comeback 
Good ol' rock-and-roll, malt shop 
mentalities and greaser life styles 
characterized the UNcoming 
festivities But are these expressions 
Imeaningless. or are we as students 
embracing the social philosophy of a 
'period when students had no power and 
•didn't seek it? 
I The momentum of the «rs. with its 
>outcnes for social and political 
preforms, seems to be slowing down 
:There appears to be a leaning toward 
quiet acceptance of our faulty world 
Are students tired of demonstrations 
that seem to have little effect on those 
in high places? 
NOW THAT WE have the vote, are 
we content to sit back and travel the 
same ineffectual course as our 
predecessors? 
Or are we loathe to accept the 
burden of responsibility for the 
commitment of our energies to issues 
of greater importance than our 
preoccupation with dating, clothing 
styles and materialistic endeavors? 
1 don't know the answers. I can only 
draw conclusions from my personal 
reactions of what is happening around 
me. 
Many historians hold to the theory 
that history repeats itself, that cycles 
of social and political reform alternate 
with cycles of unchallenged 
complacency and apathy. 
If this theory is valid, we are being 
ushered into another period of not 
asking why, but merely conceding to 
our supposed frailties and 
powerlessness. 
PERHAPS MANY people conclude 
that little was accomplished during the 
turbulent '60s. It is easier to accept 
practices and ideas that conflict with 
our consciences if we believe that 
individually we have no voice and no 
strength. 
People have the ability to rationalize 
any situation relying on their basic 
weaknesses, and then leaving the 
acting to someone else. Someone will 
do something. 
Perhaps we are tired of our energies 
constantly being solicited for so many 
causes that our involvement circuits 
are overloaded, and we're ready to 
blow a fuse. 
But whatever interpretation is 
accurate, the social manifestations are 
discernable The attitudes of the 50 s 
seem imminent. 
I hope that I am wrong Maybe we 
are merely embracing the music and 
folklore of that era. and not its 
concommitant premises of social and 
political non-involvement. 
"God grant me the serenity to accept 
the things that I cannot change, and 
courage to change the things I can. and 
the wisdom to know the difference." 
If we have the wisdom to recognize 
all of the things we can and must 
change, we have a lot of work to do. 
similarly neglected in the networks' 
efforts conveniently to typecast them. 
Humphrey was regularly portrayed 
as the old war horse, desperately 
rousing himself for one last I losing I 
battle. 
LINDSAY WAS depicted 
l unblushingly) as the media marvel 
whose slick campaign just couldn't 
excite the voters. 
The cynicism about the politicians 
leads naturally, the report notes, to a 
yearning for a New Politics, a "politics 
without politicians." 
The mood produced a tendency to 
favor anti-politicians, apostles of a new 
politics.  Hence,  while  the  networks 
showed Sam Yorty's candidacy as 
ridiculous and futile, Shirley Chisholm 
was "valiant." 
The past is tainted, the future pure; 
"new" is not only a description, but a 
kind blessing The contest between the 
old politics iHumphrey) and the new 
i McGovern) in California assumed the 
dimensions of a mythological battle, 
with one of the combatants as destiny's 
favorite. 
THE CONCLUSION is therefore that 
the TV networks inadequately reported 
the issues, emphasizing instead certain 
dramatic tableaux which, by their 
nature, tend to favor a certain type of 
politician. 
One supposes that McGovem's post- 
nomination treatment reflects the 
same sort of thing here was the 
apostle of the politics of chastity, 
jilting Tom Eagleton. then 
scandalously shacking up with old 
reprobates like Mayor Daley and LBJ 
McGovern's pretensions were just 
too good to pass up. So the press used it 
to ruin him. They were never, on this 
reading, secretly committed to him. 
except as a hero for their enter- 
tainment. 
And thus the report's thesis explains, 
in a way, why they finally turned on 
him 
••■■•■IB SeOkeSS 
'Airman Third Class, 
have a little 
problem .   . 
'It seems. Lieutenant, that someone 
has been falsifying bombing 
records . . .' 
.  . and we'd like you 
to take the blame 
for it. Major . .  . ok? 
«■•u.ri' ,w 
r  T~; -v. -' 
••""IMS 
You're a real sport, Colonell' 
UfJ.6t>f)v\U 
Lerrers 
solution for pollution ? 
A problem that concerns everyone is 
that puzzler, pollution To coin a 
famous phrase ..anyone given four 
years in effort for a cleaner earth, 
resulting in failure, should not be given 
a second chance 
Each year 400-500 new chemical 
substances are being created for our 
use Pollutants will always be with us 
They will increase as our population 
and living standards increase 
THE ANSWER to our pollution 
problems cannot lie in attempting to 
eliminate all production of pollutants, 
because as long as man exists he will 
use own mouthpiece 
In response to Robert Weigl's letter 
of November 3 chastising The BG 
News for not covering their 
"demonstration." I ask: who are you. 
Mr Weigl, to demand that The BG 
News cover your movement" 
The utter audacity of your remarks 
makes them ridiculous as well. Did it 
ever occur to you that perhaps The BG 
News did not deem your demonstration 
newsworthy? 
In order to be representative of this 
campus in its news coverage. I respect 
the newspaper staff to be quite worthy 
to decide what is in the general interest 
to the student body and what is not 
THEIR DECISION, then. to. as you 
say "ignore you" should go without 
saying, and was theirs and certainly 
not yours. 
I certainly hope that The BG News 
and the people who write it will 
continue to not be intimidated by such 
asinine remarks, which, to be frank, 
were utterly contradictory on your 
part, Mr Weigl. 
I would suggest to you that if you 
wish to propagate your movement, you 
do    so    through    your    very    own 
takes two 
A passing thought on a recent letter 
you printed from a Mr. Ross, 
concerning the hiring of a gynecologist 
by BGSU 
Why would 80 per cent of the women 
seeking contraceptives and related 
services be doing so. if it were not 
indeed for the "biological 
participation" of a certain SO per cent 
of the population ie. the male sex? 
To further your obviously lacking sex 
education sir. without the very active 
"biological participation" of males 
there would exist little need for 
contraceptives in the first place. Or. in 
the words of a wise old sage "it takes 
two to tango"... 
D.N. Ferguson 
JllOffenhauerA 
newspaper and not attempt to force 
The BG News to be your mouthpiece. 
The  BG News is not the literary 
organ of the anti-war movement. 
Rod Matto 
Graduate assistant, history 
produce such by-products. 
The goal should be to minimize the 
pollutants and to manage the disposal 
of pollutants so they can be effectively 
assimilated into the environment 
It is now clear that the resources of 
the earth are not at all unlimited, they 
are indeed finite The air and water 
cannot absorb unlimited amounts of 
pollutants without those pollutants 
accumulating to levels which threaten 
the continued existance ol man on this 
planet 
So make an effort to become 
involved in a program of control. And 
while you are living and letting 
live, thank a tree   today' 
Robert McClan Jr 
442 Anderson 
urge speedy hiring 
In answer to Rollin Robert Ross's 
letter of November 2: 
We would like to strongly support the 
decision of the University Board of 
Trustees regarding the hiring of a full 
time gynecologist for the University. 
The job of a gynecologist is not 
simply to dispense birth control 
devices. She/he would be hired 
primarily to deal with disorders of the 
female reproductive system. 
The reproductive system is just as 
important a part of the female body as 
is any part of the male body. 
A FEMALE'S reproductive system 
is more extensive than a man's, 
making a woman more susceptible to 
the spread of disease. 
To assume that family planning is 
adequate to handle ALL women's 
complaints is completely absurd. 
Family planning is primarily 
concerned with dispensation of birth 
control devices, and this University 
may or may not have responsibility for 
this situation-that is not the issue. 
What does concern us is that a very 
important part of every woman's 
health is being completely ignored. 
We seriously doubt that "one 
specialist is capable of serving the 
total female population of Wood 
County, which includes the females of 
this University." 
Imagine the "7,500 women on this 
campus" standing in line for 
appointments. 
THE FACT IS that if a woman HAS a 
serious problem, requiring immediate 
attention, family planning simply does 
not have the facilities to help. 
The clinic is open for help only on 
Wednesday nights and two hours 
Thursday morning.. How could such a 
facility possibly serve? How could we 
ask it to? 
The monies for the medical center 
come from all of us. We're all in this 
together. Men aren't as detached from 
this situation as they might think 
It's about time men stopped thinking   ' 
themselves completely independent of 
women's sexual problems. 
Mr. Ross, would you be so anxious to 
axe this plan if a woman had given 
YOU a venereal disease because she 
could not receive proper medical 
attention in time? 
The medical center sets broken arms 
and treats colds for everyone. Why 
can't women get equally as complete 
medical attention as do men? We urge 
that a gynecologist be hired as soon as 
possible. 
KasSchwan 
Carla Wollens 
441N. Enterprise 
Pam Dinerman 
421N. Enterprise 
Tharen Broquet 
214 Chapman 
a 
Roberta Boss    , 
332'. S Main 
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Community focuses 
on prosecutor race 
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steady stream of veten tumad out to cost Htair votes. 
THe BG news 
•   from page one 
The health levy for the mentally 
retarded showed 878 votes for the levy, 
and 340 against in the faculty 
precincts. 
The Spitler-Cheetwood contest was 
the focus of local attention throughout 
the night at the Wood County Board of 
Elections. 
After about 50 of the 137 county 
precincts reported in. the men were 
separated by only a couple hundred 
votes 
After 80 of the precincts reported, 
each man had the exact same number 
of votes-1.780 
After that, the vote swayed first to 
one man. then the other After 123 
precincts had reported. Cheetwood 
held a seven-vote margin 
GOING INTO the election. 
Cheetwood had charged Spitler of 
hiring too many assistants instead of 
doing the work himself, and spending 
too much money on the Hodges murder 
trial in 1968 
Spitler said his job covered 19 
townships, and that the three 
assistants were needed. He said the 
county commissioners were going to 
give him money to hire another 
assistant soon. 
Treatment of prisoners was also an 
issue. Spitler recommends shock treat- 
ment at Mansfield Reformatory, and 
then probation, while Cheetwood 
favored longer terms at the 
reformatory. 
On the liquor issue, the store 
manager of A&P was instrumental in 
getting the provision on the ballot If 
passed, it would have limited eight 
businesses in the South Main area to 
selling only 3.2 per cent alcoholic 
beverages 
AAP IS located in a "dry" area, and 
cannot sell the types ol liquor the other 
eight businesses can. 
The tax levy for the mentally 
retarded will allow the Woodlane 
school meet its operational expenses 
It is the first time in six years the 
school has asked for a levy Since that 
time, the school has added teachers 
and has had a 27 per cent increase in 
enrollment 
IN THE SHERIFF'S race. Colter 
pitted his 26 years of experience, 
mostly in the sheriff's office, against 
McGiffin's mobility, or movement 
from different departments of the law 
enforcement agencies. 
Colter said the 26 years of continuous 
service gave him a better sense of 
security'' in the voters' eyes, while 
McGiffin thought his mobility, 
especially as a special investigator, 
helped him learn more of the legal 
aspects of the law 
Campus poll favors McGovern 
By Doug Hughes 
Sen George McGovern took the lead 
in an informal poll of students 
conducted yesterday and Monday 
BG News suit members questioned 
about 140 University students about 
their presidential preferences 
Serving only as a last-minute 
analysis of voting trends, the survey 
was not conducted scientifically. No 
attempt was made to obtain a random 
sampling. 
OF THE STUDENTS registered to 
vote. 3,200 were registered with the 
Wood County Board of Elections, while 
about 4,000 mailed absentee ballots 
notarized through the University 
Office of Voter Facilitation 
However, the results do not include 
students who returned to their home 
towns to vote or had their ballots 
notarized through other sources. 
The survey results favored 
McGovern by 49 per cent, followed by 
President Nixon with 32 per cent. 
However, a large number 1 9 per 
cent) wished to keep their decisions 
private. There were no third party 
choices voiced 
Pam McGuire, senior iEd.1. 
registered in Massillon. voted absentee 
for McGovern. 
"I think the President's credibility 
has been lowered a great deal in recent 
months." she said 
"INCIDENTS such as Watergate and 
his attempt at a last-minute peace 
settlement leave little wonder to what 
he won't do to be re-elected. 
"McGovern, on the other hand, can 
be trusted and is at least willing to 
admit mistakes Although many people 
have charged him with political 
expediency, I think this is only natural 
for a person running for the nation's 
highest office," McGuire said 
McGuire  said   she  had  supported 
McGovern from the beginning ot the 
primaries, and was optimistic that he 
would be elected. 
The polls discounted his chances for 
winning in the primaries, so I can oily 
hope that they're wrong again." she 
said 
Rex  Abke. junior  I B.A.I, said he 
didn't think Nixon is doing as bad a job 
as others say he is. 
"I think he just got in office at a bad 
time." Abke said 
"HE'S TAKING his time, which I 
think is good in some ways, except I 
think things might have gotten fouled 
up with his wage price freeze 
"McGovern may not have been too 
bad at the beginning of his campaign, 
but since that time he's changed a lot 
of his views 1 only started backing 
Nixon when I realized that McGovern 
contradicted himself with his 
economic policy." he said. 
John Bowen. junior {B.A.I, has sup- 
ported McGovem since the primaries. 
"I voted for George McGovern 
because of his defense spending policy, 
which relates to all other spending 
issues. 
"I also believe that McGovern would 
end the war sooner and save face." 
said Bowen 
He said he thought there was a great 
deal of confusion concerning the state 
issues on the ballot 
"I believe that both the under- 
average and even the average voter 
will not be able to understand the 
issues, such as Issue 2. completely 
And I consider myself an above 
average voter," he said. 
"I VOTED FOR President Nixon 
because I objected to McGovern's 
tactics in campaigning." said Deb 
Bauer, junior (Ed. I. 
"I think McGovern was trying to 
make an impression on people and 1 do 
not like people who are trying to 
impress me. 
"I don't like everything about Nixon 
either, but because he didn't campaign 
he left it up to the voter byletting his 
past actions speak for themselves," 
Bauer said 
She said that she did not switch 
candidates, but made a recent decision 
to support Nixon. 
Concerning problems while voting. 
Bauer said she did not know manv of 
the local candidates at home who were 
running for office 
"A LOT.OF the local candidates 
were running unopposed which makes 
voting for local issues kind of a farce," 
Bauer said. 
"As far as national issues go. I knew 
what they were and I also knew ahead 
of time how I was going to vote. 
"If I hadn't already talked or read 
about the state issues. I would not have 
known exactly what the legal wording 
meant." she said. 
election newsnotes 
Democratic Senate 
WASHINGTON (AP> - Democrats withstood the Nixon landslide 
and retained control of the Senate in yesterday's elections With 14 
races still undecided, the Democrats had won 10 contests and assured 
themselves of the 51 seats needed for control They had 41 holdovers. 
Ohio electoral votes 
COLUMBUS (API - President Nixon captured Ohio's 25 electoral 
votes for the third time yesterday on his landslide election 
The Nixon avalanche, a small victory, took seven of Ohio's eight 
major cities. 
With 10.060 of the state's 12.826 polling placed reported, the 
unofficial tally read: Nixon 1,884.775, McGovern 1.250,191 and John 
Schmitz. American Independent Party, 59,537 
No state convention 
COLUMBUS (API - Nobody cheered and nobody cried as Ohioans. 
for the third time since 1912, yesterday rejected the idea of calling a 
. constitutional convention. 
There was no active campaign to promote or defeat the issue. The 
constitution stipulates the proposal must be on the ballot every 20 
years 
With 7.335 of the state's 12.828 polling places reporting, the issue 
was being defeated 1.105.554 against to 660.892 for 
Supreme Court justices 
COLUMBUS (API - Two Ohio Supreme Court justices lost their 
seats at the polls yesterday, but the fate of a third incumbent 
remained in doubt in late returns 
Senior Associate Justice Louis J. Schneider Jr. with eight years on 
the high court, lost to William B Brown of Chillicothe Brown is a 
former 4lh District appeals judge 
Paul W Brown, won back the court seat he held from 1964 to 1969. 
He resigned it to become state attorney general in 1969. He scored a 
resounding victory over incumbent Lloyd O Brown of Cleveland, 
only Democrat on the bench and only appointee to the court by Gov. 
John J Gilligan 
In the third race. Cuyahoga County Common Pleas Judge Frank D. 
Celebrezze and Justice Robert E. Leach remained locked in a tight 
race 
City voters 'just kept coming' 
By Kathy Fraie 
News Editor 
The bearded student and the white- 
haired woman sat side by side in the 
school gymnasium, passing out ballots 
and checking registration records. 
Every minute or so. another rain- 
soaked voter would come in to cast a 
vote for the next President of the 
United States. 
The early morning rush was over. At 
9:30 a.m.. most of the Bowling Green 
residents who wanted to vote before 
going to work had come and gone. 
But by early afternoon, the pace at 
Ridge Street Elementary School had 
picked up Students and townspeople 
were lined up to cast their ballots. 
It looked as though there wouldn't be 
another break until the polls officially 
Issue 2 defeat a victory' 
Gilligan: no new taxes 
COLUMBUS (API - Gov John J 
Gilligan declared defeat of the state 
income tax repeal amendment a 
"victory for the people" last night, and 
pledged his administration would 
propose no tax increases for the next 
two years because of it. 
"By retention of the tax. the people 
of Ohio have placed great 
responsibility on this administration to 
spend tax revenues wisely." Gilligan 
said. 
"Therefore, barring no emergency in 
the state budget. I pledge that there 
will be no new taxes proposed during 
the next biennium of this 
administration." 
Gilligan told an election night news 
conference repeal of the amendment 
was due to the efforts of "a bipartisan 
campaign waged by people who care 
about the quality of life in this state. 
"Therefore." Gilligan said, "this is a 
victory not of politicians, but of and for 
the people." 
Gilligan s news conference was held 
after the secretary of state's office had 
unofficially announced both the income 
tax repeal amendment and the state 
constitutional convention request had 
been turned down by voters. 
BY THE TIME the governor arrived 
at his office. President Nixon had been 
declared unofficial winner of the 
state's 25 electoral votes. 
"Obviously, this is a big victory for 
Nixon and a big defeat for George 
McGovern." Gilligan commented. 
"But the Democrats appear to be alive 
and well and doing business in Ohio as 
well as elsewhere." 
Earlier in the day, Gilligan had 
received a telegram from McGovern 
thanking him for his support in the 
campaign, and expressing hope for an 
election victory. 
"We may have lost a couple of 
governor's races that we'd hoped to 
win," said Gilligan speaking of early 
election returns. "But with a 30-'.o-20 
majority already. I don't think we have 
anything to fear." 
As early as 10:30 p.m.. Gilligan was 
predicting a Democratic victory in the 
State House of Representatives. 
"But regardless of the outcome." he 
said, "I will work with all newly- 
elected members of the House and 
Senate." 
closed in the early evening. 
"We've bien here since 6:30 this 
morning," said Joan Burda, junior 
(A&S) and a poll worker. "We'll be 
here until we close at 6:30 tonight.'' 
The middle-aged woman sitting 
across from her said they could be 
there until 8:30 p.m. 
"We have to sort ballots," she said. 
A spokesman for the Wood County 
Board of Elections office said a night 
crew would take over at 6:30 p.m. to 
count ballots. 
Workers on the day crew would be 
required to stay at their posts while 
ballot boxes were opened, ballots 
sorted according to issues and races, 
and the number of ballots checked 
against the number of persons who had 
come in to vote during the day. 
And if there were more votes than 
voters? 
"If we're one vote over, we'll just 
have to reach in at random and pull one 
ballot out." the elections board 
spokesman said. 
However, precautions outlined by 
state law should make such instances 
rare. 
When a person goes to the polls, a 
worker first checks a registration book 
to make certain that his registration is 
up to date. 
The voter then signs his name and 
address in a second book, while 
another worker enters the same 
information in a third volume. 
One of the books will be kept by the 
local board of elections and the other 
will be sent to the county clerk of 
courts to be on file for two years. 
Poll workers put in at least a 12-hour 
day yesterday. For some, it reached 14 
or 15 hours. 
The county pays each worker $18 for 
the day. For the worker who stayed 
from 8:30 a.m. to6:30 p.m.. that meant 
about $1.50 an hour. 
Presiding judges, who. among other 
duties, had the responsibility of picking 
up    ballots    last    Saturday    and 
distributing them at the polling places 
yesterday before 630 am., are paid 
$21 for the day. 
Yesterday's poll workers ranged 
from students to housewives-and the 
students weren't newcomers to the 
process. 
Both Burda and Greg Jackson, 
director of the Office of Voter 
Facilitation, worked at the Ridge 
Street school last week in the special 
election for the city charter. 
Jackson also worked last May during 
the primary election. 
He scanned the gymnasium 
yesterday afternoon as the lines began 
to grow a little longer. 
"We've had a good turnout today." 
he said "Much better than last week." 
Then he saw the crowd of young 
voters moving through the door 
"They just keep coming." he said 
The ok was quiet and the meads sullen last niaht 
at local Democratic headquarter., 1 IS West Oak 
St. 
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Peace move variables 
modify voter attitudes 
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The Univeriity com- 
munity may have been con- 
vinced that a Vietnam peace 
plan could have been 
brought about prior to the 
presidential elections, but 
voters apparently aren't 
convinced that the election 
was affected by that last- 
minute "peace is at hand" 
position. 
Of 216 people questioned 
at the University over the 
weekend. 150 believed .a 
peace proposal could have 
been made prior to the cur- 
rent presidential election 
The 216 people inter- 
viewed by a journalism 
class were numerically 
representative of all groups 
on campus, according to 
their distribution in the 
faculty,    administration. 
McGovernites despondent' 
By James Stevenson 
Associated Press Writer 
CLEVELAND lAP) • 
About 50 campaign workers 
for Sen George S. 
McGovern huddled des- 
pondently at tables in the 
spacious ballroom ol Cleve- 
land s Statler r.'ilton Ifotel 
last night, talking among 
themselves and largely 
Ignoring three blaring tele- 
vision sets ill (Hit' end id the 
room. 
What had been planned ;is 
a victory party turned oul to 
be not much ol ;i celebra 
lion 
Upstairs, in a private 
room, higher level 
McGovern   workers  talked 
quietly in an atmosphere no 
less glum. 
"We have no chance in 
this state," Melinvern cam 
paign coordinator iin hard 
Sklar admitted several 
hours after the networks and 
the Associated Press had 
called the state lor Nixon 
"YOU WANT TO KNOW 
what it looks like nationally'' 
It looks like a disaster." 
Sklar added "And I mean 
it's a disaster for the 
country " 
Poll alter poll throughout 
the campaign had predicted 
overwhelming     leads     lor 
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President Nixon, both na- 
tionally and in Ohio, but 
Sklar said he was still jolted 
by Tuesday's results. 
"I still thought we had a 
slim shot at it in Ohio." he 
said "I never felt we were 
going to lose this badly." 
Unofficial election tabula 
lions late Tuesday night had 
given President Nixon a 60 
per cent edge in the Buckeye 
state 
Sklar. who had announced 
earlier that he would return 
to private business after the 
campaign, confirmed that 
he would return to his old 
job with Allied Steel and 
Tractor. 
As for supporting Nixon in 
his new term. Sklar said that 
"everyone will have to make 
up their own mind on that. 
"I've certainly never sup- 
ported what Richard Nixon 
stood for. and I never will." 
he said. 
staff and student body. 
"The peace proposal was 
a political move to give 
Nixon and his administra- 
tion a last big push before 
the election," said one 
classified employee, whose 
views were representative 
of the majority questioned. 
A senior in the College of 
Education said, "Nixon had 
plenty of chances for peace, 
but he demanded too much 
because he wanted an honor- 
able peace.'' 
Another senior in educa- 
tion disagreed, saying, 
"Negotiations were not 
possible earlier because of 
troop withdrawal, and the 
economic situation had to be 
changed gradually in order 
to protect what we've been 
lighting for all these years." 
While the overwhelming 
majority believed the peace 
proposal could have been 
made prior to the election, 
the campus community was 
lar less certain as to how the 
election would be affected 
by the proposal. 
A little more than half of 
the 216 interviewed believed 
the present peace negotia- 
tions would affect the out- 
come of the presidential 
election. 
"Now people think that 
peace is here or very near," 
one graduate student said 
"They feel the present man 
in office did a good job ol 
bringing it about," he added, 
speaking for the majority 
opinion 
"For some it will 
strengthen their faith in 
Nixon. For others, it will 
just strengthen their dis- 
satisfaction with him." a 
senior in the college of Arts 
and Sciences said 
A junior in Arts and 
Sciences disagreed, saying. 
"Most people have already 
made up their minds. Some 
of these who were uncertain 
may be swayed to change 
their minds." 
Only 30 of those inter- 
viewed said the peace nego- 
tiations would affect their 
own votes. 
"I'm now going to vote for 
McGovern. I'm not going to 
give Nixon a second chance 
to kill." one student said. 
On the other hand, a fresh- 
man who said the recent 
moves affected his own vote 
pointed out that he had had 
leanings toward McGovern 
"because of his peace 
stand," but he changed his 
vote to Nixon because 
"Nixon now seems to be 
coming through." 
This change in vote was 
not typical, however. Among 
the stronger reactions to the 
question was the statement 
made by one senior that "it 
disgusts me to the point 
where I wouldn't vote for 
Nixon if he were the last 
person on earth." 
Another senior shared this 
general attitude, saying his 
vote had been affected 
"because I think Nixon has 
used this war and all its 
murders and killing to 
strengthen his position." 
About half of the under- 
graduates surveyed (61 out 
of 125) indicated that they 
had voted absentee and were 
not affected by the negotia- 
tions In this sense. BGSU 
students were not typical- 
many had made their deci- 
sions before the recent 
peace issue came to a head. 
Voter registration was 
high   on   campus-93.5   per 
cent of  the  sample  were 
registered. 
Although only 6.5 per cent 
were not registered, a far 
greater percentage ol the 
University community indi- 
cated that it would not be 
casting a vote this election 
■day. 
Opinions on how long 
America's involvement in 
Vietnam would last differed 
greatly. The views ranged 
from one month to 20 years 
Few persons thought the 
election would have an 
immediate effect on ending 
the war. 
The majority thought it 
would be at least six months 
before the United Stales 
would see the results of the 
peace negotiations 
Some ol those interviewed 
were either confused or 
skeptical about America's 
ability to end the war. 
One business major said 
that US involvement- 
financial, moral, and social- 
-would end "within the 
coming millenium." 
A junior in the College of 
Arts and Sciences said. "I 
hope it will end by the end of 
the year. I think it will take 
that long for an adequate 
agreement between the two 
countries to be worked out." 
When asked to classify 
themselves on a political 
scale, ranging from one 
i very liberal l to seven i very 
conservative), the Bowling 
Green community labeled 
itself as quite moderate. 
Undergraduates13 561 and 
graduate students 13.41) 
were slightly more liberal 
than the faculty (3.75). 
classified staff members 
(4 2). and administration 
(4.5). 
Apathy, confusion cited 
Why some chose not to vote 
By Keilk Fowler 
and Kurt Leonard 
In spite of all the attention 
placed on the 18-year-old 
vote this year, some stu- 
dents did not bother to vote 
or even register to vote 
Why did students choose not 
to exercise this new right'' 
Apathy was one of the 
several reasons students 
gave lor not casting their 
ballot 
Junior Dave McElwain 
gave his reason for not 
voting simply as a "lack of 
interest." 
"I don't leel that the elec- 
tion concerns me personally. 
I have a high draft number, 
and I don't have any friends 
or relatives who are 
POWs." said Greg Tuck, 
senior (Music). 
THE    HASSLE    of    the 
absentee ballot was another 
reason some students didn't 
vote. 
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"I thought it was a big 
responsibility to vote, but it 
is too much of a hassle to go 
through to get the absentee 
ballot," said Tony Esposito. 
freshman (A&S). 
A lack of understanding 
about the absentee ballot 
system prevented some 
interested students from 
voting. 
"I thought I could turn it 
(the absentee ballot) In 
here, and now it is too late to 
send it home," said Bruce 
Feldman, freshman (A&S). 
Trent Metcalf, sophomore 
i A&S). said he received his 
application for an absentee 
ballot the day after it had to 
be turned in. 
Gary Dowell, freshman 
iA&S). said he thought he 
was going to vote in his first 
presidential election."but 
my ride (home) fell through, 
so I couldn't vote." 
ANOTHER cause for not 
voting was disenchantment 
with the available choices. 
"I can't support either 
candidate. I was for 
McGovern, but he kept 
changing his mind," said 
JanSteck. sophomore (Ed.). 
John Thoades, sophomore 
I A&S), said he did not 
support either McGovern or 
Nixon. IV did not vote 
because he was "not that 
well informed on either 
candidate's policies." 
"I would rather see a 
three-man board running the 
government where the 
majority system rules," he 
said. 
Michael Seery. junior 
(A&S). is a member of the 
Libertarian party, but his 
candidate. Dr. John 
K'ospers. was not placed on 
the Ohio ballot 
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NIGHT,                  H       B& 
(nther this                    ^*^S 
any ether nlihl)                            ''^y 
cheap nite   •^•J 
tonite.               J3          Ifejj 
5 9 p.m.            spaghetti and garlic bread 
HUM ■*■»»•>■■■■    1004 S. Main, BO. OOc 
Ph. 352-TSI1                                         SORRY, NO DELIVERY ON THIS SPECIAL PRICE. 
Alpha Chi 
Omega 
Welcomes Her 
Fifteen 
New Pledges 
FLANNEL SHIRTS 
Close-out 
ieg 9.98 
now 6.99 
rag 7.98 
now 4.99 
ieg 4.98 
now 2.79 
The Powder Puff 
525 Ridge across from UCF 
Wadiwsdoy, November 8, 1972, The. BO N*wt/Pog« 5 
Date speculated for housing resolution 
Indiam occupy the Bureau of Indian Affair* in 
Washington, protesting Ihoif treatment by tho 
government. U.S. offkialt hovo arranged to go to 
tho U.S. District Court for pormiuion to ovkt the) 
demonstrators from tho building. 
By JUB Carey 
Staff rleoerter 
Councilman Thomas 
Anderson, head of the 
Bowling Green Zoning and 
Housing Committee, hopes 
to see the proposed city 
housing code in the form of a 
resolution by the end of this 
year 
Anderson set the approxi- 
mate date in reply to 
questions posed at a city 
council meeting Monday by 
a number of Bowling Green 
students and citizens in 
favor of the code. 
The problem of housing 
has lingered in Bowling 
Green for a long time, and 
the people have been 
patient." said Wendell 
Jones, assistant professor of 
music 
Jones said many pro- 
ponents of the housing code 
thought the best way to 
persuade council to take 
action on the code would be 
to express their views at a 
series of council meetings 
"We want council to pin 
down when action might be 
taken on the code and to 
urge the city solicitor to 
study the code and get legal 
advice concerning it before 
we get our hopes too high."' 
Jones said 
ANDERSON    SAID    he 
could only speculate on a 
date because of the contro- 
versial nature of the code. 
"The opinions we received 
at the public hearing varied 
considerably." he said 
Ke said the code was not 
ready to undergo super- 
vision from a lawyer. 
"We shouldn't seek any 
legal advice until we have a 
document that won't be 
altered." Anderson said. "It 
would be a waste of time for 
a lawyer to study the present 
committee report " 
Douglas Valentine, a local 
landlord, told council that he 
hoped it would keep in mind 
that the housing problem is 
Universitv-oriented. 
"If the University would 
hire a staff to check city 
housing, it might take the 
burden off the city and the 
town 
IN    OTHER    ACTION. 
councilwoman Waneta 
Rodeheffer said she has 
witnessed a number of 
bicvele    riders    who    are 
potential driving hazards 
because they ride at night 
without lights 
She suggested that lines 
be imposed on persons 
breaking city bicycle 
regulations 
It will only take one 
latality to get them 
enforced," she said 
The council also discussed 
the possibility of asking the 
police for more strict 
bicycle regulation 
Mayor Bartlett announced 
at the meeting an increase 
of 164 per cent in natural 
gas rates Mayor Bartlett 
said he is considering hiring 
a legal consultant to advise 
the city on what position to 
lake on the increase 
In his Safety-Service 
Director report. Wesley' 
I'offan announced a study oo 
the feasibility of cotv. 
structing a fire station orr 
the east side ol the railroad: 
tracks would be ready! 
within two weeks 
Moore urges early-out' 
Calendar proposal ok'd 
Faculty Senate voted 
yesterday to recommend 
that Academic Council 
devise a questionnaire to 
determine faculty and 
student views on the early- 
out calendar proposal 
The early-out proposal 
calls for starting classes on 
Sept 5 and ending spring 
quarter on May 18 Winter 
quarter would be split by a 
two-week Christmas 
vacation. 
Because of a difference of 
opinion among faculty 
senators and the lack of data 
on the subject, the senate 
decided not to present any 
recommendation on the 
calendar 
Students 'meet the president' 
About 20 students turned 
out for Meet the President 
Night Monday, an informal 
opportunity for students to 
meet and talk with Univer- 
sity President Pollis A 
Moore Jr. 
The discussion, sponsored 
by the Student Body Organi- 
zation iSBO). ranged Irom 
the proposal to repeal the 
stale income tax to some ol 
the goals of President 
Moore's administration 
ALTHOUGH SBO 
president Jeff Sherman 
termed the turnout "light." 
he said the small number of 
students present added an 
"informal air" to the 
meeting 
Ruling due shortly 
on student's death 
Wood County Coroner Dr 
Roger Peatee said yesterday 
it will be two or three days 
before a final ruling is made 
on the death of Louise Koch, 
junior (Ed I, 451 Thurstin 
Ave. 
Koch died Monday 
morning in the intensive 
care unit of Wood County 
Hospital after she was trans- 
ferred from the University 
Health Center 
City patrolman Samuel 
Johnson said Koch left her 
apartment Monday morning 
for an 8 am class and col- 
lapsed in the west side of 
McDonald Quadrangle 
parking lot 
SHE WAS then taken to 
the    University     Health 
FUTURE CPA'S 
Learn Now About the 
next CPA Exam. 
Backer CPA Review Court* 
Center by an unidentified 
woman at 8 03 am and 
transferred to Wood County 
Hospital about 9 a m 
Dr Peatee said a final 
test on the body has not yet 
been made 
He added she probably 
died Irom an unrecognized 
infection. 
Dr Eakin said yesterday 
there is no new information 
regarding Koch's death 
Officials are still not sure 
who brought Koch to the 
health center, he added 
"The meeting was 
intended to be a two-way 
thing." Sherman said. "The 
president gets a feel for the 
way the students are 
thinking, and the students 
get to meet and talk with the 
president. 
Much of the meeting was 
devoted to financial issues 
Dr. Moore again said the 
University would be in 
serious financial trouble 
should the state income tax 
be repealed, since a source 
of revenue to replace it 
would not be immediately 
available 
As a result, there would be 
about a 25 per cent Increase 
in student tuition if the 
repeal is approved. 
Dr. Moore said one of Ihe 
major goals of the Univer- 
sity this year is to establish 
a new academic calendar 
The calendar now used does 
not give a student a good 
opportunity to get a summer 
job, he said 
"THE WAY it is now. 
most of the jobs have been 
taken by the time we end 
classes in the middle of 
June." he said. 
The new proposal, which 
Dr Moore believes could be 
adopted by the Board of 
Trustees by the end of the 
year, would begin the school 
year in early September and 
end it in May. 
Dr. Moore said the plan to 
increase the use of Ohio's 
junior colleges by reducing 
their tuitions would harm 
four-year institutions by 
creating "an unnatural flow 
of students to them " 
The proposal, originally 
suggested by former Ohio 
Board of Regents chancellor 
John Millet, would also 
increase the tuition of four- 
year state schools. 
The plan's purpose would 
be to offer an incentive to 
students to use the junior 
colleges to their fullest 
extent, thereby taking 
advantage ol their m.m\ 
locations. !)i   Moore said 
Although some partici- 
pant* claimed little wai laid 
at the meeting. Sherman 
believed otherwise 
Some ol the question! 
are bound to seem trivial." 
he said Hut it was a verj 
informal meeting, with a 
relaxed atmosphere 
It was not known whether 
more meetings would bo 
planned David Saraina 
sophomore i Kd. I, and 
organizer ol the meeting, 
was not available for 
comment 
In urging the Senate to 
recommend the new- 
calendar. President Hollis 
A Moore Jr said. "We are 
presently in a period of job 
placement, which calls into 
question the date we dismiss 
students in the spring " 
In addition he said passing 
the recommendation would 
display initiative on the part 
ol the University 
IN A SPEECH before the 
senate. President Moore 
assured members the 
screening committee to 
select a new provost was 
following its schedule, and 
that the appointment would 
be announced before the end 
of the quarter. 
In other action. Faculty 
Senate passed a series of 
resolutions on child-care and 
maternity leave policies 
The recommendations 
were the result of an Ad Hoc 
Committee on the Status of 
Women finished last spring. 
INCLUDED    IN     the 
recommendations are 
-University policies on 
temporary disabilities other 
than pregnancy and child- 
birth should be applied to 
pregnancy and childbirth, 
including pay while 
temporarily disabled; 
-No leaves of absence 
should be forced; 
-Upon returning from a 
leave of absence for child- 
birth, a female employee 
shall be returned to her 
lormer status. 
-The  University's  leave 
COLUMBUS 
CINCINNATI 
CLEVIUWO 
DAYION 
614 224)290 
S13651-44S7 
216 6*0969 
513 246-50I7 
IOU" SUCCISSHA STUOCNTS «H«>"ESIM 
1/5 OF USA 
INFRA-REDS 
Antique Clothing 
From the 
Sublime to the 
Ridiculous 
"Grand Opening" 
NOV. 1st 
501 Farnsworth 
Waterville 
878-7311 
The Domino People • 
are Pizza People, Period. • 
rvMuuKirvc ,616 E Woo,t,r ■VwlYllfM^/9 Bowling Green 
PIZZA 3S2-522\ 
ALONZO MILLER SPORTS TALK 
8:00 P.M. Wed. Night Nov. 8 
on WFAL 680 your Campus Station 
Tonight's guest 
BG Basketball Coach 
PAT HALEY 
"Your questions answered on the air" 
Phone lines will be open 
Call 372-2418 
Pizza delivered  hot. 
Pizza delivered fait. 
HOURS: 
Sunday thru Thursday 
Friday and Saturday 
Pizza delivered great. 
Pizza delivered free. 
5:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m. 
5:00 p.m. to 2:00 a.m. 
Winthrop Terrace 
NOW RENTING FOR WINTER 
Quarter - Rates Start At 
$50.00 Per Person For A 
2 Bedroom - 2 Full Baths 
OFFICE AT WINTHROP SOUTH 
352-9135 
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT AVAILABLE 
OPEN TUES. & THURSDAY TILL 9:00 P.M. 
I DOMINO'S [MENU 
I Our Superb Cheat*  Pizza 
|  12-inch  Regular Pizza $1.55 
t  16-inch  Super Pizza $2.50 
) Additional Items ( 
•        Horn Olivei                           Pepperoni 
Mushrooms Green Peppers          Ground Beef ' 
)       Onions Bocon                           Fresh Sausoge ( 
•) 12-inch Regular Pizza                                           each 30c , 
| 16-inch Super                                                   each 50c . 
) Our DeLuxe  Pizza—Pepperoni. Mushrooms, .. I 
I Ham, Green Pepper, Onion < 
| 12-inch  Regular  Pizza $2.75 | 
| 16-inch Super Pizza $4.50 , 
t Soft drinks alto available. ( 
> I | Clip •lone the dotted [M and Save t 
THUR.T FRI.T SAT. 
10-2 
THE LATE SHOW 
JEFF 
R 
T     A 
0     N. 
MARK 
I tORWRL Y MOVING COMPANY! 
-21 AND OVER 
LEGAL BEVERAGES SERVED 
-KING SIZE COCKTAILS 
SOMETHING DIFFERENT 
STEAK HOUSE AND PUB 
945 S. MAIN 
FEATHERSTITCH 
IN CONCERT WITH 
policy   should   be   applied 
equally    to    married    and 
unmarried women 
The senate also passed a 
Foreign student count 
down from last year 
resolution asking a senaM 
committee to prepare a prf> 
posal lor a contract 
personnel sick leave policy. 
The University's foreign 
student enrollment has 
dropped 18 per cent from 
last year, said Dr Edward 
Shuck, director of interna 
tional programs at Bowling 
(ireen 
Shuck said 138 foreign stu- 
dents are now enrolled here, 
compared to 167 last year 
l!e said financial and poli- 
tical factors contributed to 
the drop in enrollment 
SHUCK CITED a lack of 
graduate assistantships for 
foreign students, and their 
payment of out-of-state tui- 
tion    lees    as    linancial 
reasons 
Shuck also said countries 
that oppose the diplomatic 
poheies of the United States 
tend to discourage their stu- 
dents from studying in the 
country 
Examples of this. Shuck 
said, are the drop in Na- 
tionalist Chinese students 
from 35 last year to two this 
year, and Irom 12 to two 
Arab students in the same 
time period 
Dr Shuck said 102 of the 
foreign students are under- 
graduates and 36 are' 
graduate students 
f LJ ITTTJ SPICIAIS AVAILABLE AT H'lil m SIA0IUM PIAZA n i f 11 STORf UNIV L   J . If ■ 1 
I616E  W00STFRST DISCOUNT 
DRUG   STORES PHONE 352-7248 
WORTHALL STRI-DEX 
FOLDING SYRINGE MEDICATED PADS 
ACNE AID TREATMENT 
FOR FEMININE 42 PADS 
HYGIENE OR ENEMA REG. 98' 
REG. '1.98 EVERYDAY LOW 
PRICE 77' 
NOW 99' NOW 59c 
PROTEIN 21 300 SHEETS 
CONDITIONER TYPING PAPER 
FOR THIN, LIMP, DRY 
OR DAMAGED HAIR 
7 0Z. 814x11 IN. 
REG.'2.25 
EVERYDAY LOW REG. 99- 
PRICE '1.99 
NOW '1.49 NOW 69' 
ENVELOPES GRAY'S OWN 
LEGAL, REGULAR, VITAMIN A RETURN ADDRESS OR 
AIR MAIL 25,000 UNITS 
BOTTLE OF 100 
MIX OR MATCH ESSENTIAL FOR 
HEALTHY SKIN 
REG. 49 REG. 89' 
NOW2FOR50C N0W69* 
ALUMINUM SCMCK ELECTRIC 
FOLDING BED HOT LATHER 
WITH FOAM MATTRESS DISPENSER 
WITH 2 REFILLS 
REG.'10.99 REG. '13.99 
NOW '8.99 NOW $10.99 
MAYFAIR TV TABLE, 
BATH SCALE KING SIZE 
WITH HANDLE 
HARVEST, SCROLL 
WHITE. PINK. BLACK OR WHEAT DESIGN 
REG.'3.99 REG. '1.29 
NOW '2.99 N0W88* 
THURSDAY, NOV. 16 
9:00 P.M. 
MEM. HALL 
TICKETS ON SALE AT 
UNION TICKET OFFICE 
4.00 & 4.50 
U.S. reports third Fill loss 
Saigon readies massive airlift 
SAKiON (API - Enemy 
aad allied forces man- 
eiyered yesterday with 
aiflifts and ambushes, 
broadcasts battles and 
ojmb strikes while Viet- 
tif/kxtte waited for word of 
j*ice developments and the 
U.S.    presidential    election 
results. 
Giant military and civilian 
cargo planes swarmed in 
and out of Saigon's Tan Son 
Nhut airport continuing 
what sources said was 
shaping up as the biggest 
U.S. ski team member 
to offer sporting tips 
£%Hugo Bohm, former member of the U.S. ski team, will 
{present a lecture-demonstration at 7 p.m Friday in the 
JCrand Ballroom. Union 
;r'Tlps on equipment and clothing and innovations in skiing 
pjfchniques along with ski trip scheduling and cross-country 
dpi touring will be discussed. 
;• Bohm it affiliated with Boyne Country ski resorts in 
higan   and   has   served   as   assistant   manager,   ski 
grams    coordinator,    conventions    coordinator,    ski 
■tractor and lecturer for the organization. 
V Bohm's appearance, sponsored by UAO and the Univer- 
fv Ski Club, is free and open to the public. 
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THURSDAY IS STUDENT NITE II N - ID'S REQUIRED! 
SUNDAY • OPENING TIL 3 P.M.   ADULTS lit 
-3TAMVM Cif»wftal*t)fyi 
COUCVT Of LUXIMV INIINIAIPMMHtl 
HELD OVER   2nd BIG WEEK! 
Evt.   7. 9 30   Sal a Sun     2. 4:30, 7. 9 30 
WHIIAU WVLm 
BAY SIARK 
Ptodi 
'°PU -Jv< 
j,»lhc 
Baron! 
Academy 
Await) 
Wmnci- 
Besl 
■ Acticss' 
C0tUMeiAWliR!SrtRA5IARIWXIUCnOltSm-<i 
BARBRA STREISAND OMAR SHARIP;FUNNY GIRL' 
HCMWCUW PANAVISION*  Km* 
; Judith Crist is saying about ih« new film 
by the producer and director of "JO©" 
."WONDERFULLY LUNATIC! WILD AND 
'.WITTY! A •tries ol brtuh situations, off ol them 
; craz.il y relevant. At tunny and at piercing a bit ol 
. tocial satire at these crazy texed-up movie day 
I require! An irreverent and perceptive bit about tex 
'•' *ducation!" IWITII . BUT n.. v..k M.,..,.. 
NOW   Evi 
PIUS   Eve 
Q A CANNOH RtlEASE 
7 30   Sat aSun    2. 5 10. 7 30 
9 35   Sat a Sun    3 45 6 35 
airlift of the Indochina war. 
The planes delivered more 
than 700 tons of parts such as 
aircraft engines and pro- 
pellers and support equip- 
ment aimed at stocking the 
South Vietnamese air force 
for the months after the 
United States withdraws. 
U.S. BS2 bombers and 
tactical jets struck in all 
four countries of Indochina 
in an effort to thwart enemy 
troop and supply buildups. 
The Air Force announced 
the loss of the third I1S- 
million Fill fighter-bomber 
in less than six weeks. 
The swing-wing Fill went 
down before dawn yesterday 
VIslfor to give 
Gay Lib' talk 
Dr. Eric Kansen, political 
science professor at 
Haverford College. Pa., will 
speak on "Gay Liberation in 
the '70s" at 2 p.m. tomorrow 
in 200 Graduate Center 
Dr. Kansen is a graduate 
of the Fletcher School of 
International Diplomacy at 
Tufts University in Massa- 
chusetts, iv is currently 
working on a book about gay 
culture and psychology. 
The lecture, sponsored by 
the political science depart- 
ment, is free and open to the 
public. 
Educated man in responsible 
position desires cor- 
respondence with female 22 
- 40. Details, photo, phone. 
Box 214 
Ada, 0.45810 
at an unknown location after 
starting its computer-guided 
low-level run at a target in 
North Vietnam, the U.S. 
Command said. 
The command alto 
announced that a Navy A7 
jet was shot down Monday in 
the northern part of North 
Vietnam's panhandle. 
ALL THREE crewmen of 
the two planes were listed as 
missing. 
Hanoi's official news 
agency complained that U.S. 
warplanes have been 
attacking populated areas in 
the panhandle of North 
Vietnam. 
t.'anoi radio broadcast its 
first comment on the presi- 
dential election. Quoting the 
Communist party news- 
paper Nhan Dan, the broad- 
cast said President Nixon 
"shows himself the repre- 
sentative of the most per- 
fidious and bellicose forces 
of agression " 
In South Vietnam. U.S. 
sources said North Vietnam 
is rushing troops into South 
Vietnam and rebuilding base 
camps across the border in 
Cambodia in a bid to 
strengthen its negotiating 
hand 
AS MANY AS 5.000 
soldiers of a North Viet- 
namese division that with- 
drew to Cambodia after 
taking heavy losses in 
earlier fighting are believed 
to have moved back into the 
region around Saigon and 
the Mekong Delta to the 
southwest, the sources 
reported. 
Wed. Specials 
at Dairy Queen Bldg. 
Dairy Queen 
r¥r 
Large Sodas    Small Sodas 
& Floats 39*    & Floats 24* 
reg. 50* reg. 35« 
28 Flavors to Choose From 
Rock and Shop 
all *5.98 List 
NOW ONLY $3.59 
New Moody Blues 
Open 10-11 Mon.-Sat. 
12-6 on Sun. 
Racketeers 
Pkg. Store 
Large Selection of 
Cold Beer & Wine 
14 oz. Cains Potato Chips 59c 
16 oz. 8 pk. Pepsi 79° 
434 E. Wooster 
The North Vietnamese 
apparently are concen- 
trating more on importing 
and stockpiling supplies 
near the border than on 
moving in mass toward 
Saigon, the sources added. 
However, enemy forces 
staged two ambushes about 
25 miles north of the capital. 
Field sources said they 
knocked out one armored 
personnel carrier and one 
truck carrying a score of 
men 
Government troops were 
on the move too. striking 
near and across the Cam- 
bodian border in a joint air- 
ground operation and 
pushing westward from the 
South Vietnamese foothold 
at Quang Tri, 19 miles below 
the old demilitarized zone. 
Welcoming 
glow 
ladies Love Outlaws' 
By R. Serge Deaisoff 
It was while I was driving 
through Wyoming and had 
exhausted all the progres- 
sive radio stations that I 
stumbled upon an all-night 
truck stop deejay. 
Between truck driver 
plugs and dedications, this 
dude kept rapping about 
"A.G." 
"A.G. this..A.G. that " 
Charity board 
seeks workers 
Charities Board needs 
student volunteer workers 
and ideas to help raise 
money for charity. 
Interested students can 
contact Greg DeCrane at 405 
Student Services Bldg 
Workers are expected to 
attend board meetings, 
which are held two or three 
times a month, and take 
part in fund-raising events. 
Also, the- board has 
decided that proceeds from 
selling "Falcons Grange 
Crush" buttons will go to 
Thanksgiving baskets for 10 
needv families. 
I WAS hooked-what the 
hell is A.G.'' After an hour 
"A.G." turned out to mean 
"After Glen," or up-town 
country music. 
Glen built the bridge to the 
urbanites. Johnny Cash was 
the most prominent bene- 
ficiary of this trend But 
Waylon Jennings is perhaps 
the most deserving. 
From the title song of his 
latest album, "Ladies Love 
Outlaws." which is an ode to 
groupies and snow queens- 
to the closing duet with 
Jessie Colter. Jennings exhi- 
bits the usual drama found 
in his production numbers. 
Take "Revelation." a 
song about the Second 
Coming, for example. It's a 
short story, complete with 
heavenly chorus But Biliy 
Graham it's not. 
Here's this guy in a motel, 
sinning or honky tonkin' 
with somebody's lady and 
BAM-he's thrown out of 
bed. The explosion, you 
guessed it. is the return of 
Jesus Christ. 
NOT EVEN Phil Spector 
in his wildest moments 
would have thought of this 
CONGRATULATIONS 
New Alpha Delta Pi Actives 
Barb Everill 
Cindy Howell 
Cindy Hubbard 
D.J. Kern 
Debbie Rybak 
ixirsMomi 
FOR DRESS 
We have this shoe in Black suede 
and patent camel suede and Brown 
patent Holiday red suede & Navy 
patent 
It has twice the impact of 
the Shangri Las' "Give Us 
Your Blessings." and is 
much more subtle 
There are several other 
songs with theological 
themes, which exhibit a 
humanism lacking in most 
God-rock pieces 
"Thanks." depicts a coun- 
try boy happy to be in love, 
and    praising    the    deity 
Review 
Nothing special except the 
Buddy Holly opening 
Jennings was once in Buddy 
Holly's band. He was even 
scheduled to take the fatal 
flight but cancelled at the 
last minute 
Sandwiched in between 
these songs are the usual 
Jennings interpretations. 
This lime it's Hank 
Williams classic "Crazy 
Arms, Mickey Newbury's 
"Frisco Depot." and Hoyt 
Axton's "Never Been to 
Spain."' that are subjected to 
the melodic theatrics which 
ate the singer's trademark 
"Ladies Love Outlaws" is 
a fine album in the 1950s 
sense, where Jennings' roots 
lay I think he's a great per- 
lormer and J R Young's 
finish to a "Rolling Stone" 
review still holds "...if your 
ears are tired, depressed, 
and generally down, let this 
dude inside your mind and 
realign your senses." 
Welfare programs 
seeking volunteers 
The Wood County Department of Public Welfare needs 
help in its Social Services Division 
The lack of public transportation has created a need for 
drivers to be on call to transport people to and from their 
medical appointments Drivers can be reimbursed for their 
expenses if they wish. 
Big brothers for fatherless boys are also needed This pro- 
gram gives the boys a chance to identify with a father 
figure 
The division also requests volunteers to make friendly 
calls on the aging or the disabled 
If interested please call 352-7566 or write to the Wood 
County Department of Public Welfare. 545 Pearl St , 
Bowling Green 
33UB33 
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THURSDAY IS STUDENT NITE . |i.M _ ID'S REQUIRED: 
SUNDAY - OPENING TIL  J P.M.  - ADULTS SIM 
Evt - BOO only Sat & Sun    2:30 8:00 only 
WINNER OF 6 ACADEMY AWARDS! 
METOGOUWNMAYER «««» ACARLOPONIIPR00UCTI0N 
DAVID LEAN'S FILM 
Of BORIS PUSTERNAKS 
DOCTOR Zlli\\< .O 
GERALDtNECHAPUN JULE CHRISTIE TOMCOURTENAY 
AUXGUWES 306HAN McKENNA RALPH ROttRDSON 
OMAR SHARfiAsa^ ROC SIEGER RfTAUlSHINGHAM 
BOLT DAVID LEAN   mnuunsKM'Miowimocaoii 
NEXT - Nicholas and Alexandra 
W*dn«tdoy, Nov«mb«f », 1973, The BO N.wi/Pog. » 
ONLY AT GREAT SCOT.... USD A CHOOSY CHOICE MEATS 
PLUS THESE MONEY-SAVING 7 DAY BONUS BUYS! 
GREAT SCOT LARGE LOAF 
WHITE 
BREAD 
FABRIC SOFTENER 
DOWNY. 
WITH COUPON 
ORIGGS LARGE OR SMALL CURD 
COTTAGE 
CHEESE.. 
POLAR POLYBAG FROZEN 
VEGETABLES 2o 
FMSHLIKE 
CORN 
 2sW 
HIC DRINK oV25c 
HEINZ STRAINID 
BABY FOOD 
NESTLI S 
MIX N MATCH! CEREAL 
CORN KIX 
COCOA PUFFS 
LUCKY CHARMS  
H.IACH 
JA,8C     SUGAR ££67°     QUIK 2U68C    CL0R0X •M.W 
.IGUlARMAKOA.INI __ NIW FANOIID POTATO CHIM DOU _ TOUITTISSUl «_ 
BLUE BONNET        ft,29c     PRINGLES _ 67c     PINEAPPLE SI. 25c     FAMILY SCOn ic37c 
■^ii^ii^liiiiiMt^iii 
\hmey Bark (wuarnniee 
■tHMMUN* mtot &••* b«* ut* * !••>•" 
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Great Scot 
MHiiiPiillK 
KOOL KRISP PRODUCE - FRESH DAILY 
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I FOtGIC S INSTANT 
: COFFEE  89' 
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TANGERINES 
176 
SIZE 
EA. 
* 
INDIAN RIVER WHITE OR PINK K 1K wmit UK K R _— — 
GRAPEFRUIT 5.^79 
FLORIDA JUICE - 
ORANGES      5..( 
JONATHAN _^ 
APPLES 3..o49c 
CABBAGE 
ACORN OR BUTTERNUT 
SQUASH 
JUMBO YELLOW 
ONIONS 
PEARS 
LB. 
GREAT SALAD-MAKIN'S 
SMALL HOT HOUSE 
TOMATOES LB. 29< 
RED RADISHES. , 
GREEN ONIONS™' 
CUCUMBERS .UNCH 
2g 
BANANAS 
12? 
CRANBERRIES 
2 LB. 
BAGS 
* 
W RESERVE QUANTITY RIGHTS  PRICES GOOD THRU NOV. 13.1972 
THANKS FOR SHOPPING GREAT SCOT! 
AVOCADOS 
Great Scot 
fRIlNDlY FOOD STOKfS i 
V. 
**. I/Th. BO NtM, W»*nfT, H»»«mht •, 1*73 
SBO tallies referendum vote 
Kaiiy 
An •ilimal«d 5,000 demonstrator!, mostly Calholici, tally in 
downtown Saigon on Sunday at a govornmont-tpon*otod 
pfotott.' Tho English banner* call for political decisions to bo 
mad* by tho South Vietnamese with a denunciation off tho 
proposed three part government 
A plurality of students 
who voted on the Student 
Body Organization (SBO) 
referenda two weeks ago 
favored dropping the 
language requirement. But a 
majority of those students 
favored keeping 
Homecoming in its present 
form. 
The referenda were part 
of the homecoming queen 
elections held Oct. 28. About 
1.000 students voted on the 
issues 
Results were released 
Monday night by Joan 
Hind.i junior lA&S). and 
Jim Cowles. junior (fid.). 
co-chairpersons of the SBO 
elections board. 
Forty-three per cent 
favored dropping the 
language requirement. 
Five   language   program 
options were ranked in order 
of priority. 
Listed in order of student 
preference, they were: 
-To reduce the require- 
ment from 20 to 12 quarter 
hours; 
-To establish courses 
designed to develop reading 
comprehension and to 
discuss cultural readings in 
English; 
-To   provide   the   oppor- 
tunity to fulfill the require- 
ment by spending one 
quarter in a foreign 
language program abroad: 
-To continue the present 
requirement. 
FORTY-FIVE per cent of 
the students listed 
continuing the requirement 
as the least desirable 
alternative. 
The top-ranked home- 
coming alternative was its 
retention, with 64.6 per cent 
of the voters favoring this 
option. 
In order of priority the 
following options were then 
chosen: 
-To select a host and/or 
hostesses to greet returning 
alumni for homecoming and 
other occasions: 
-To honor distinguished 
students rather than elect 
the queen and her court: 
HPE scholarship available 
A scholarship fund has 
rbeen established at the Uni- 
versity in honor of Warren 
E. Steller, former athletic 
coach and faculty member 
in the health and physical 
education department 
(HPE). 
The fund, established with 
a $1,000 pledge from the 
Robert Keefes of Bowling 
Green (115 Biddle), will be 
used to award an annual $100 
scholarship to a junior 
majoring in HPE at the Uni- 
versity. 
.ED'S 
IS NOW 
OPEN! 
OPEN DAILY FROM 11:00 
ICE CREAM CONES 
SHAKES 
SUNDAES 
10" 
Tomato & 
Cheese 
$1.20 
12" 
Tomato & 
Cheese 
$1.95 
14" 
Tomato & 
Cheese 
$2.70 
Tomato & 
Cheese 
$5.80 20" 
Deluxe 
Complete 
$7.65 
EXTRAS 10 12" 14"    21" 
Pepperoni 35t 40t 45«   65C 
Sausage 35t 40« 45C    65C 
Mushrooms 46t 60t 80c    95c 
Green Peppers 3H 40< 45c   65c 
Onions 26t 25« 30C   40c 
Anchovies 35c 46c 45C   65C 
EVERY PIZZA BAKED TO ORDER 
Combination Subm anne Sandwich 
... $1.20 
Ham & Cheese Su marine Sandwi * ... $1.20 
Steak Sandwich   . 
 70 
Steak Special San< 
w/Cheese & Mu 
Pizza Sauce 
sh rooms 
 95 
532 E. WOOSTER 
353-8881-353-8891 
A native of Cleveland, 
Steller joined the University 
faculty in 1924 as athletic 
director and head coach in 
football, basketball and 
baseball. 
IN 1127, Steller began the 
cross-country program here 
and under his direction the 
department of HPE 
expanded, graduating its 
first major in 1934 
Steller was named to the 
Helms Athletic Foundation 
I' ill of Fame (Lot Angelesl 
in 1954. IV gave up baseball 
coaching after 35 years in 
1959 but continued leaching 
at the University until his 
retirement in 1964 
The University's baseball 
diamond is named in his 
honor. 
THE STELLER 
scholarship will be given at 
the annual College of Educa- 
tion Awards Ceremony held 
each spring. Awarded on the 
basis of scholarship, 
character and potential 
growth of the individual, the 
recipient will be selected by 
a committee of three, 
named by the chairman of 
the HPE department. 
Funds for future scholar- 
ships will come from gifts to 
the Bowling Green State 
University Foundation. Inc. 
from faculty, alumni and 
friends of the University. 
The initial contributors, 
the Keefes have pledged 
$100 a year for the next 10 
years. Dr. Keefe is a profes- 
sor of health and physical 
education and assistant to 
the dean of the College ol 
Education. 
Psychology honorary 
plans health center tour 
Hsi Chi, the psychology 
honorary, will sponsor two 
visitation trips to the Toledo 
Mental Health Center 
tomorrow and Thursday. 
Nov. 16. 
All psychology majors in- 
UA0 
BUCKEYE ROOM 
DAD'S DAY 
SPECIAL 
STUDENT   DAD 
COMBINATIONS 
BOWL 3 GAMES 
FOR $1.00 
FROM 12    8pm 
IN THE BUCKEYE 
Room of the Union 
terested in the program 
should register for the trips 
on the second floor of the 
Psychology Bldg. A sign-up 
sheet will be posted across 
from the receptionist's desk. 
Karen Fox. senior lA&S). 
said anyone planning to 
participate should be able to 
go on both trips. 
The Health Center 
psychologists have asked 
that everyone make a return 
visit to learn more about the 
patients and the hospital, 
she said. 
TWO CARS taking 
students will leave from the 
Psychology Bldg at 12:45 
and 1 p.m. Fox said 
expected lime of return to 
Bowling Green is between 
4:30and5p.m. 
The purpose of the trip is 
to acquaint students with the 
Health Center and to talk to 
some of the patients. 
Congratulations 
new 
DZ ACTIVES! 
U. Campus Flicks 
A& cartoons 
.   Fri.-Nov. 10 • Getting Straight" 
0       6, 8:30 and 11:00 210 M-Sc. 
■ '1.00 with I. D." 
Sat.-Nov. ll-'ILoveMy Wife" 
6:00,8:00 and 10:00 210 M-Sc. 
Free with I.D. 
Phi Mu's are so 
proud of their 17 
fantastic Phi's! 
Best wishes 
for a fun-filled 
quarter.  
-To abolish homecoming. 
Abolishing homecoming 
was the least favored 
priority with 56.2 per cent of 
those voting ranking it last. 
"The meaning of the 
homecoming referendum 
results are unclear. The 
people who voted were those 
interested in having a 
queen,'' Cowles said. "It is 
not a representative 
sampling of the campus." 
I    |l?>   III   It* 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
ACROSS 
I   Prelude to ■ 
duel, perhaps. 
S  Braid. 
9 African not tree. 
13 Tennis score. 
It Jolly 
exclamation. 
lfi  Like rhampagne. 
17 Maple tree genus. 
18 Star in Draro. 
19 One of the Fords. 
20 Change, at of 
fortune. 
23 State: Abbr. 
21 Bakery produrt. 
_' i  Imitate* a 
balloon. 
27 Mother of 
Ifhmael. 
30 Curving outward. 
32 Border upon. 
33 Cyrlades island 
34 de parti. 
38 Church roof. 
V> Hone. 
41   l.u\m\ 
12  Kipling  stories. 
44 Island in a river. 
45 Phone. 
46 Native. 
48 Colors. 
49 Delivery, of a 
sort. 
52 Presidential 
nickname. 
53 Goddess of 
Seace. 
. .plrited 
sopranos. 
60  Misbehave. 
62 Bate. 
63 Home for a 
canary. 
64 To the point. 
65 Noted  African 
lioness. 
66   Pound. 
67 Beach covering 
68 Hammer. 
69 Asiatic rountry. 
DOWN 
1 Pole. 
2 t'l      Cat. 
3 With:   Fr. 
4 Itinerant. 
.'■ Segment of a 
eyrie. 
6 City in N  Italy. 
7 Make " be 
-u.. .---hiI 
8 Money  
9 Caerphilly and 
Cheddar. 
Ml Above: Poet. 
M (Jets off at 
O'Hare. 
12 Parting ward, 
16 Bark. 
21 Title of respect. 
22 Strip. 
26 Feels. 
27 Pilgrimage to 
Mecca. 
28 Ben  Adhem 
29 Reains. 
30 Bird call. 
31 A Straus. 
33  Line showing 
equal barometrir 
pressure. 
35 Shower. 
36 -Say it - . so." 
37 Two-year-old 
nheep. 
40 Nieces and 
nephews. 
43 Cut. 
47  Biblical mount 
18 Prizefight 
lli-i   l-Hlfl 
19 Quarrel. 
'.0 W.Iks ba< k and 
forth, 
"il   Hollywood 
"super." 
S3  Perfect. 
IS  Man's name 
>6  In addition. 
57  Fascist. 
">R City in India. 
S«   Sew up 
61  Defense arm: 
Abhr. 
ANSWER 10 PREVIOUS PUZZLE 
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CAMPUS CALENDAR 
Wednesday Nov 8.1972 
Students International Meditation Society. 5 30pm. 103 
Business Bldg Advanced lecture (or those who practice 
Transcendcnt.il Meditation 
Sociology   Undergraduate   Interest   (lump.   6pm.   Tall 
Room. Union 
Inter-Varsity Christian Kellowship. 6 15pm. Prout Chapel 
Everyone welcome 
Ski Club. 6 30pm. 115 Education Bldg 
Student Body Org & Beta Beta Beta. 7pm. 112 Life 
Science Discussion to create (acuity-student rapport in 
Biology Dept 
Freshmen 4 Soph bus 
majors Acquire valuable 
experience working as an 
advertising salesman tor the 
BG    News    106    I'mvetsiu 
Hall 
COUJEOE STUDENTS 
need money'' Montgomery 
Ward 4 Co requires 
progressive sales people on 
the campus Work your own 
hours Obtain commission 
on over 130.000 items 
Outstanding opportunity for 
right person Apply at 
Montgomery Ward. 178 S 
Main. Bowling Green Ask 
for Lois Kazalia 
Thursdays Hi; News for 
complete details 
This Xmas give of yourself 
to those you love Portraits 
Unlimited Photographv 352- 
9227 
Willie   in   the   tournament 
Your amiable neighbor 
Seniors • senior pictures are 
being taken now call the 
KEY office today for an 
appointment 372-0086 
Sally, what a weekend'" 
Your new jewlery looks 
(■REAT Congrats on your 
pinning and activation 
Wear them both with pride 
happiness Your big 
Opl.Hl" 
Can't do a thing with your 
dad^ Trv the Dads Day 
Polka Party It will smooth 
split ends and make your 
Dad soft and manageable' 
Sai 8-12NovlUh 
Jill & Carol Congrats to our 
"active" roommates Delta 
Z Neophytes got it together' 
What could be better'1 Love. 
Vickv& me' 
Young Socialists. 7pm. 306 Moseley I'all  John Pawkins 
"Africa  the next Vietnam''" 
BG  People for  Peace.  7 30pm.  White  Dogwood Suite. 
Union 
Student Education Association. 7 30-8 30pm, River Room. 
Union Come find out all about BGSU's education projects. 
Project Interaction 
Bowling Green School of Self Defense   7-9pm. Forum. 
Student Services Bldg 
WANTED - Ambitious, 
youth-oriented individual to 
work as representative for 
leading research organi- 
zation Very little selling in 
volved Excellent earning 
potential Part or full time 
James Evans. 5554 Pocusset 
St   Pittsburgh.  Pa    15217 
SERVICES OFFERED 
COMING TP1S WEEK' 
Lasalle's College Night" • 
see Thursday's BG News (or 
complete details 
Congrats new actives, we're 
proud of you' Gamma Phi 
love enthusiastic 18 
FOR SALE OR RENT 
Special 8 lb dry cleaning 
$2 25 Stadium Plaza 
Laundromat. 2 doors from 
Lum's 
Mini refrig 3 ft   high - 2 tt 
wide ex cond must sell 352- ian 
For sale sewing machine 
like new S30 353-3902 
BGSU  Bicycle Club It Outdoor Activities. 8pm. Perry 
Room. Union Organizational meeting 
BABYSITTING experi- 
enced female senior 354- 
3561 after 3pm 
Speech Depl. Radio. TV. Film. 8pm. 106 South fall 
Speaker Dr Kenneth Uarwood. Dean of School of 
Communication & Theatre at Temple U What is the best 
way to abolish undergraduate studies in mass 
communication 
Watch cleaning, repairing at 
the Working I'and Craft 
Center. 515 Conneaut 353- 
9932 
PERSONALS 
Scamp congratulations off 
campus brothers for fine 
performance last week- 
end    Let's get it together 
ALPPA S1GS Joy to the 
world we had a great time 
TheDZs 
Panasonic stereo component 
system. AM-FM stereo 
tuner-amp 8 track player 
and recorder, turntable 
reasonable 372-5649 
For sale   2 VW wheels with 
tires 812 353 3902 
November has a lavalier 
between Bill and Kathy 
Congratulations The Delts 
Book sale  All subjects  301 
Moseley I to 4 daily 
Needed   Emptv wine bottles 
wuh baskets Call 372-1527 
LOST AND FOUND 
Man's gold, belted, fur-lined 
winter coal. Lost in 
Natatonum Call 2-1410 
Reward 
Ride needed to Mich State 
weekend o( Nov 10 will 
share expenses Call 352-0191 
Need ride to NY. preferable 
TZ bridge for Wed 23 
Please call Mike at 352-6834 
COMING     TIMS     WEEK' 
Lasalle's   College Night 
See the BG News Thursday 
for complete details 
LOST Silver crescent moon 
necklace. GREAT personal 
value' 2-5912 
Ride needed to New York 
Fri Nov 10 Will share 
expenses and driving Call 
353-2453 evenings 
Beagle puppies need home 
BGSU Dog Lab 373-2130 or 
352*284 
Dear Abbey I'm tired of 
doing the same old thing 
every Sat night Where can 
1 turn" Signed Beerlv 
Beloved 
Beerlv Beloved Try the 
Dads Day Polka Party 
Sat Nov 11th from 8-12pm. 
its good (or what ails you 
Tickets Si 50 pre sale. 81.75 
at door 
Panasonic AM-FM stereo 
cassett player 2 speakers 
Best oiler 372-1303 
62 Chevy Impala good cond 
Alao snow tires $75 Call 
Mrs D. 372-2256 
1971 Vega • good condition - 
best offer Call 372-3327 
Reward - gold Elgin watch 
10 30 72 823 4004 
Ride needed to Akron Fn 
Nov 10 Will share cost Call 
Marilyn 2-4265 
LOST - key of D blues 
harp It took 5 months to 
break in. so please don' t stop 
the boogie II you found it. 
please call 354-9874 The jam 
must goon. 
Ride wanted to Miami U 
Nov 10 Call Sue 352-5364 
PELP WANTED 
Wanted baby sitter in my 
home morn Must have own 
trans 352 3728 
BEYOND TPE ORDINARY 
MUSLIN SPIRTS 
beautifully hand made with 
embroidered Art Nouveau 
disigns TPE WORKING 
HAND CRAFT CENTEH 
515 Conneaut 
Weekly Earnings male and 
female Blood Plasma 
Donor Center 610 Monroe St. 
Toledo. Ohio Prs Mon-Fn 
8-5 Open Thurs nites till 
9pm Ph 2554535 
Yea. Deb Congrats Gamma 
Phi Beta active Love 
roomie Bon 
Pain Buffalo rides again' 
Thanx Phi Taus for the 
flaming tea and a great time 
at the game The Alpha 
Gams 
1969 Charger RT clean make 
an offer - 707B Third St. Call 
352 9233 
Needed 2 f m imm in Cherry 
Pall 352-6461 Paula 
1 or 2 male roommates 
needed, or complete apt for 
rent Call 352 7741 
RIDES 
Riders needed to Pgh Thurs 
Nov 9 Call 352-8834 
Wanted waitresses and or 
delivery men Apply in 
person     1004     S.     Main 
Pagliais 
Sparkling Clean STADIUM 
PLAZA LAUNDROMAT 2 
doors from Lum's 
Coming this week' Lasalle's 
College     Night       •     See 
When will the university 
meet the needs of the Polish 
minority namely - Polish 
food. Polish music. Polish 
dances and Polish jokes'* 
Saturday Nov llth at 
Founders Cafeteria from 8- 
12pm. Tickets $1 50 pre sale. 
$1 75 at door 
I F rmte 67 50 per mo Call 
Lynn 352-7413 
Large house near campus 
for rent 8350 mo The Putch 
Pel Shop 354 9603 
Good   luck   Jim.   Chuck  & 
Come to Greenview Apts   1 
and 2 bedrooms  available      mM 
Low rates Slop on by or call 
353-1195 1 
W.dn..day, Novimbtr 8, 1972, Th. BG N.wi/Pa0. 9 
Needles, know-how build costumes 
By Patty Bailey 
Ealerulameet Editor 
Where on the campus of 
this University could you 
find a person who has a part- 
time job as a fur-trader'' 
In the University Theater 
Costume Shop of course, 
where Gail Argetsinger. 
instructor in speech, is 
building the costumes for 
Conquest of My Brother.'' 
ARGETSINGER. who is 
the University theater cos- 
tume designer, said most of 
the costumes for "Con- 
quest'' will be made of real 
leather and fur. which could 
have been very bad on the 
costuming budget 
"Luckily we got it whole- 
sale, which is good because 
we needed close to 60 
skins." she said 
Argetsinger said usually 
the University buys material 
for costumes from local fab- 
ric shops, but it would have 
been nearly impossible to 
buy leather in that large a 
quantity from a fabric shop. 
"We're really having a 
riot. It's the first time most 
of us have worked with real 
leather." she said 
"Us." is the five under- 
graduate students, two grad- 
uate assistants and all the 
volunteers who help Arget- 
singer  build  costumes  (or 
University productions. 
The costume shop is open 
from t a.m. to S p.m. dally. 
When necessary, work goes 
on in the evening hours 
Argetsinger said the 
crews do the bulk of the 
work. She designs the cos- 
tumes and supervises their 
construction. 
THE COSTUME designer 
received her undergraduate 
degree in theater at 
Brigham Young University 
(BYU)inProvo.Utah 
Argetsinger started grad- 
uate school at BYU, then 
transferred to BGSU. 
"I thought it was impor- 
tant to get a degree from 
two different schools, and I 
was impressed with the 
BGSU season." she said 
Last summer she received 
her master's degree from 
the University, applied to be 
costume designer and got 
the job 
Although this is her first 
year as a costume designer, 
she has done some designing 
in the past 
"I designed Alice in 
Wonderland,' for my thesis 
last   year   and   did   three 
shows at the Huron Play- 
house this summer." she 
said 
A COSTUME designer can 
run into many unusual prob- 
lems, such as actors who 
complain that their cos- 
tumes have been sabotaged 
with pins at strategic loca- 
tions, or that the crew built 
the costume purposely "to 
try to make them look bad." 
"There are actors who be- 
have like real prima donnas, 
even though they are on- 
stage for only 30 seconds." 
she said. 
However. Argetsinger 
said that most of the stu- 
dents are very cooperative 
and agreeable about their 
costumes. 
"They ooh and aah. and 
get just as excited over what 
they get to wear as we are 
over building it." she said. 
"Conquest of My 
Brother," had its own spe- 
cial costuming problems 
A girl on the costume crew 
dropped a vest into Arget- 
singer's lap and asked what 
to do about the beads. 
"You'd better just put 
them on the front because 
they l the actors I do a lot of 
rolling around and lying on 
their backs and lying on 
beads wouldn't be comfor- 
table." she advised 
Then she took time to 
show another girl how to 
make a " what do you call 
this'' A clove hitch''" with 
leather fringe, using the belt 
from her tunic top to demon- 
strate 
ARGETSINGER does 
research in costume books, 
magazines and other 
sources before beginning to 
design costumes for a show 
"Only if I know a period 
very well do I attempt to do 
the designs first, then check 
them." she said 
I usually read the script 
and then let it sit in my head 
for a couple of weeks before 
starting to design " 
She said she usually takes 
the designs to the director, 
who has the final say. a 
month before the show is 
scheduled to open 
Ideally the costume crew 
has watercolored renderings 
from which to work 
However, this doesn't 
always work out 
Because of the expert 
mental nature of these <-<>s 
tumes ifor Conquest! I 
used line drawing designs. 
and they change about every 
three days." she explained 
THE COSTUME shop was 
moved from the basement of 
University Hall to the base- 
ment of Moseley Hall during, 
the summer 
There is about four to five, 
times as much space in the 
actual shop and five to six 
times as much space for 
storing old costumes at the 
new location. Argetsinger 
said 
"We're really happy to be 
down here. But already 
we're thinking we wish we 
had another room." she 
said, and added 
"Greedy, greedy." 
Thespian slates 
clinic, lecture 
Costume 
Designer 
Ne w»pF»t» by Gene J. Putka 
Gail   Argetsinger,   instructor   in   (pooch,   assists   a   student 
working on a leather vest trimmed with fur. Argetsinger will 
be designing costumes for 10 of the shows on the major bill 
this season. 
Mark Hall Amitin. 
founding director of Univer- 
sal Movement Theatre 
Repertory, will present a 
workshop and a lecture-dis- 
cussion tomorrow 
Amitin will conduct the 
workshop from 1-5 p.m. in 
the University Hall theater 
workshop, rooms 405-406. 
At 8 p in he will appear in 
220 Math-Science Bldg. for 
an open dialogue and a film 
in which he will discuss 
"Theatre of the Eighth Dec- 
ade 
The Universal Movement 
Theatre Repertory main- 
tains a communications net- 
A night with the Beatles... 
By Richard Brase 
On Monday night, in the 
Grand Ballroom of the Uni- 
versity Union, the Beatles 
were together once again 
The words and music of 
John. Paul. George, and 
Ringo resounded once more 
in the minds and hearts of 
about 1.000 persons who 
attended "The Beatles 
Away With Words " 
The production utilized 
music and sound effects, 
coupled with a dazzling light 
show projected on a huge 
screen. Twenty-six pro- 
jectors, using multi-split 
screen effects as well as 
movies laid over each other, 
took the audience back to 
Beatlemania 
THE CROWD became a 
little restless when the show 
started 20 minutes late and 
again when there was some 
trouble with the audio 
system. 
This was forgotten, 
though, as they were taken 
back through the days of 
Chuck Berry. Bill Haley and 
the Comets, Little Richard, 
and of course, Elvis. 
The rest of the show was 
all Beatles, as the audience 
went from the Yeah. yeah, 
yeah" days ol the Mersey 
Beat in Liverpool to "Let It 
Be   in 1970 
Rows and rows of tomb- 
stones and grave markers 
were flashed and flashed 
again to the haunting strains 
of "Eleanor Rigby." 
"All the lonely people, 
where do they all belong'' 
The Beatlemania craze 
swept us all the way up to 
Rubber Soul and songs like 
Norwegian Wood" (accom- 
panied by a heavy erotic se- 
quence' and "Here. There 
and Everywhere." 
DECKED OUT in 
mustaches and high on gurus 
and drugs. Sergeant Pepper 
moved on the scene in 1967 
A young girl sat alone 
while we heard She's 
Leaving Home" This was 
the most sentimental seg- 
ment by far. and there were 
more than one set of damp 
eyes in the house 
From "Blackbirds" to a 
stroboscopic treatment of 
"She Came In Through The 
Bathroom Window." we 
moved closer to the present. 
We were then led into an 
open field with a curious 
young man . "Mother 
Nature's Son." 
Still, as though the whole 
seven years were but a 
dream, we heard and saw 
Let It Be 
Once again we remem- 
bered the Shea Stadium con- 
cert in 1964. "Yesterday." 
countless fan magazines and 
Beatle wigs, and won- 
dered where have all the 
good times gone? 
Monday night's mind- 
bending extravaganza put it 
best of all - "God bless the 
Beatles for being." 
Amen 
work for more than three 
dozen experimental theater 
groups and other artists 
across the continents. 
The workshop will involve 
four hours of intensive phy- 
sical and psychic explora- 
tion into various exercises 
and techniques of the forms 
that go into creating the new 
theater. 
Amitin believes that it is 
essential in theater to 
develop self-discipline which 
can provide a "constant 
force for constructive and 
creative efforts." 
In Amitin's evening 
appearance, he will discuss 
the evolution of the theater 
and its apparent destination 
His accompanying film, 
entitled "If 1 Could Turn 
You On!" is a collage of the 
repertoire of the Living 
Theatre from its national 
tour, including "Mysteries," 
"Paradise Now." "Franken- 
stein." and."Antigone " 
The program is sponsored 
by Cultural Boost and the 
theater department. 
NewtoHeto by Om J. Mi 
The   costume,   shop   was   recently   relocated   from   th*   area 
4» underneath Main Auditorium to th« baiement of Mosely Hall 
r next to the Commuter Center. The move resulted in four rimet 
more room for costuming activities 
'Bread' plans concert 
Bread, featuring a unique 
soft rock sound, will be 
performing at the Toledo 
Sports Arena Sunday. Nov. 
12. at « |> m 
The group is composed of 
four young musician-singers 
who at one time were studio 
back-up musicians who got 
tired of being in the back- 
ground. 
David Gates is the leader 
and composer of some of 
Bread's tunes, and plays 
bass with the group. James 
Griffin, lead guitarist and 
...and what became of it 
Review by 
Ed Suba 
It's finally been done. 
Someone has at last made 
THE film on the Beatles 
It's billed as The Beatles: 
Away With Words.'..the 
most unique tribute in the 
history of entertainment " 
But 1 am still wondering 
whose entertainment. 
To put it simply, it is the 
story of the Beatles and 
their unbelievable rise to 
fame It also honors just 
about everything else 
imaginable till we get to the 
point of asking. "Where's 
the music''" 
IF YOU missed the film, a 
word on mechanics. 
The show makes use of 
multiple slide projectors 
and   cameras,   not   unlike 
Cinemascope. Only here the 
images are separate images 
in collage rather than pieces 
of one entire film. 
The film is unbelievably 
confusing in its pre- 
sentation. (2001 was easier 
to comprehend. I The visuals 
of the flick are maddening 
and eye-straining. With each 
blink, we fall deeper into the 
abyss of confusion. 
Then, as if to give us a 
much-needed rest and shed a 
little light on what exactly is 
going on. the film returns to 
its original motif-the 
Beatles. 
HERE WE see the rise, 
the immense popularity and 
electricity that alone is the 
Beatles -stills of screaming 
girls, the Beatles in physical 
transition, close-ups of each 
individual,   showing   us   a 
little of the magnetism they 
had as entertainers. 
It is totally incredible to 
try to comprehend the rest 
of the flick. 
Every electrical image 
fathomable spills across the 
screen for an unbearable 
length of time until our eyes 
will not take part any 
longer. 
I walked out at this point, 
wishing to meet the pro- 
ducers of this travesty on 
film so I could personally 
strangle them with their 
own celluloid. 
The film literally moves 
on too many levels at once. 
Is it a statement on the 
inhumanity of politics? Is it 
trying to show man's 
gradual return to nature, 
solitude and the aesthetic? 
Does it present intellectual 
stimulation as an eflecl of 
the Beatles' mania'' 
WE ARE never allowed to 
discover the answers They 
never intended us to find 
them to begin with. 
The entire film turns into 
a very unfunny joke with the 
audience taking the brunt of 
the punch line. 
We have been made fools 
of, which isn't loo dis- 
heartening at first, until we 
realize the weapon which 
was used was the Beatles 
and their culture itself 
Personally. I am 
thoroughly relieved for 
forcing myself to leave 
midway through the film. 
The flick is an immense 
and totally unforgivable 
insult to the culture, the 
intelligence as creators and 
the long lasting popularity of 
the Beatles 
vocalist, shares equally in 
the songwritlng tasks. 
THE OTHER two 
members of Bread are Mike 
Bolts, drummer, who moved 
into rock after working with 
jazz, and Larry Knechtel on 
keyboard. 
The group was formed 
almost by accident in 1969 
The musicians knew each 
other through various studio 
and group involvements and 
finally agreed to try some- 
thing together. 
As Gates recalls. "We sat 
down, started singing and 
jamming together, and the 
sound came out. 
"The first label we 
approached was Elektra 
We liked them immediately, 
they liked us. and we never 
went elsewhere." 
Bread's    first    single. 
Make It With You." 
became a Gold Record 
million-seller. Five hit 
singles have followed, 
including the current 
"Everything I Own." They 
have also recorded four 
albums. 
Bread's approach il 
purely musical, eschewing 
some of the accouterments. 
and antics of their contem- 
poraries. 
"OUR MUSIC is pretty 
straight forward, the sounds 
are clean so you can hear 
everything." Gates said 
"Lyrically, we aren't on a, 
political trip. We don't dress, 
pretentiously. We don't act 
in an unusual way We are 
just trying to sell pure music 
because that's what we are 
best at 
Griffin said. "We've 
always tried to be different, 
i musically i. We're not 
interested in being stereo! 
typed" 
"Bread is styled only after 
ourselves," Bottssaid. "The 
inly way a group can be sue-: 
cessful and maintain its suc- 
cess is to be unique." 
"If we do something once, 
we try not to do it again.'-' 
Gates added. 
"We work on the principle 
that simplest is best.' " 
places to go... things to do, people to see... 
THREE   ONE-ACT   PLAYS. 
directed by University graduate 
students in speech, will be pre- 
sented at 8 p.m. Friday and 
Saturday in Joe E Brown 
Theatre. 
Sharon Giese is directing 
"Please. No Flowers," by Joel 
Ensana Jim Oakley is directing 
"Something I'll Tell You 
Tuesday," by JohnGuare. 
"Botticelli" by Terrence 
McNally will be directed by 
Charlotte Ferreira and 
"Christopher Columbus" will be 
directed by Barry Kingsbury 
There is no admission charge 
for the performances, which are 
open to the public 
I       A  TRIBUTE  and  memorial 
reading of the poetry of Ezra 
Pound will be presented tonight 
at 8:15 p.m. in 115 Education 
Bldg. 
The reading is being sponsored 
by the Master of Fine Arts Pro- 
gram and the English depart- 
ment 
AN EXHIBIT and sale of 
original graphic art will be held 
Friday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. in 
the west corridor of the Fine 
Arts Bldg 
Lithographs, etchings, wood- 
cuts and serigraphs by old and 
new masters and distinguished 
contemporary artists will be pre- 
sented for sale in all price 
ranges 
The exhibit and sale are being 
arranged by The Tomlinson 
Collection Inc.. of Baltimore, 
Md. 
THE BOWLING GREEN 
WOODWIND QUINTET will 
give its first concert of the fall 
season at 8:15 p.m. on Sunday, in 
the Recital Hall of the Music 
Bldg. 
The Quintet, formed in 1965. is 
comprised of resident faculty 
members David Melle, flute: 
John Bentley, oboe: Edward 
Marks, clarinet; Herbert 
Spencer, horn; and Robert 
Moore, bassoon. 
There is no admission charge. 
"THE      RIMERS      OF 
ELDRITCH," Lanford Wilson's 
drama about the tragic human 
remnants of a once flourishing 
Midwestern mining town, will be 
presented tonight at 8:30 on 
WBGU-TV. Channel 70. 
"AWAKE    AND    SING," 
Cliffords Odets play in which 
love triumphs over depression- 
caused insecurity, will be pre- 
sented Sunday at S p.m. on 
WBGU-TV. 
"BOX MOYERS' Journal." a 
series featuring author/journa- 
list Bill Moyers as chief corres- 
pondent and editor, will 
premiere Tuesday, Nov. 14, at 
•:30 p.m. on WBGU-TV. 
The weekly half-hour program 
will  provide  a  flexible,  wide- 
ranging    format   for   Moyers' 
reports on the American scene. 
Executive producer David 
Prowilt said the new series 
would focus on social, rather 
than public, affairs. However, he 
added that the journal will also 
include analyses of fast-breaking 
major news stories. 
* 
ROSAMOND BERNIER, art 
critic, editor, publisher, writer 
and lecturer, will speak at 7 p.m. 
tomorrow in 204 Fine Arts Bldg. 
Bemier, an expert on the art 
scene in Paris, will speak on 
"The French Tradition in Leger 
and Braque " 
Her appearance, which is free 
and open to the public, is 
sponsored by the Cultural Events 
Committee and the Artist Series 
Programs. 
Bernier's work has brought 
her personal friendships with 
many outstanding figures in 
contemporary painting and 
sculpture, literature and music, 
including Picasso. Matisse. 
Ernst. Henry Moore. Arp. and 
Giacometti. 
Until 1969 she published and 
edited the internationally known 
art review L'OEIL." Since that 
time, as a member of the Hurok 
Speaker group, she has lectured 
extensively in France and the 
United States 
She will remain in Bowling 
Green through Friday to speak to 
students and art classes. 
RICHARD    ClOFFARl, 
assistant professor of per- 
formance studies, will presents 
string bass concert at 8:15 p.m. 
tomorrow in the Recital Hall W 
the Music Bldg. 
\ 
TONIGHT two assistant 
professors of performance 
studies will present a concert at 
8 15 in the Recital Hall of the 
Music Bldg. 
Dr. John Bentley. oboeist. aid 
Robert Moore, bassoonist, will 
perform "Sonata in C for Oboe 
and Continuo." by Carl I. 
Matthes. and "Sonata for 
Bassoon and Piano. Op. 168" by 
Saint-Saens 
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Newman catches on 
Switch is slow process 
By Keuy While 
Atilitaat Sporti Editor 
"It has been a very long 
year." sighed a battle weary 
Rick Newman after the fal- 
cons finished a heavy work- 
oul yesterday 
Things haven't exactly 
been a bowl of cherries for 
the talented athlete, who 
last year was one of the 
team's leading pass 
snalchers 
I'e is still trying to make a 
successlul switch from a 
wide receiver to a defensive 
cornerback 
Tickets 
Tickets for this Satur- 
day's Dad's Day foot- 
ball game against Day- 
ton at Perry Field are 
now on sale at the 
Memorial. Hall Ticket 
Office. 
Tickets are priced at 
Si for students. S3 for 
visiting students, and $5 
for parents and adults 
The (5 parents tickets 
permit all parents and 
friends to sit in the west 
side student section. 
Kickoff time Satur- 
day is 1:30 pin The 
stadium gates will open 
at 12 noon 
But after eight games this 
year. Newman is finally 
giving the coaches some 
indication (hat their switch 
has not been for naught 
Last week against the 
Ohio University. Newman 
suddenly came around and 
played his best ball game 
since being installed in the 
delensive secondary 
I'is run support was excel- 
lent, he patrolled his area 
with a lot more confidence 
than before and he did a 
beautiful job defending 
against the pass I'e was 
awarded the Mr Intercep- 
tion'' efficiency honor for 
the first time this year. 
THE   TRANSITION   has 
not been the easiest thing in 
(he world lor Newman 
There are limes when he 
looks like Superman and 
Ihen (here are times when 
Charlie Brown could beat 
him running backwards 
I still don't know what 
I'm doing out there,' the 
mustachioed defender 
pointed out "I just started 
running backwards right 
about two weeks ago.'' 
That was when the 
Kalcons trcked down to the 
coast where (hey met a 
fleet-footed squad of Aztecs 
from San Diego State. By 
the    end    of   that    game. 
EHUD 
j*£   TU can get 
\ <^'   well for Kent 
By Fred R. Ortllp, Sports Editor 
It's a good thing the Toledo Rockets don't play Kent Stale 
this week-at least for Bowling Green. 
The injury bug has hit the Rockets after their 30-7 loss to 
Northern Illinois last weekend 
Should Kent get past Miami this weekend, the Rockets 
will be responsible for determining whether the Flashes or 
Falcons will go to the Tangerine Bowl in December. 
As it is. TU will be able to "get well" against everybody's 
patsy. Marshall, this weekend 
ALL-AMERICAN CANDIDATE Joe Schwartz is lost to 
the Rockets indefinitely after he injured a knee. Fullback 
Rich Kberlin suffered bruised ribs 
Offensive tackle Doug Neuendorf and defensive tackle and 
co-captain Steve Donahue both suffered head injuries. 
Quarterback Bruce Arthur, who engineered the brilliant 
upset of Miami with his pin-point passing, suffered a 
sprained ankle 
01 course, the Toledo-Kent game mighl mean nothing. 
Kent has to get by Miami first, which seems as close to 
impossible as anything 
But then the Toledo upset of Miami seemed equally 
improbable, as did the Kent win over Bowling Green 
IF STATISTICS ARE any indication, the Kent-Miami 
game this weekend won't even be close The Flashes haven't 
beaten the Redskins at Miami Field since I960 
In conference statistics. Miami is far better 
Miami leads in total offense Kent is last. Miami leads in 
total defense Kent is next-to-last Miami leads in rushing 
offense Kent is next-to-last Miami leads in rushing de- 
lense Kent is fourth Miami is first in team scoring Kent is 
last 
The Flashes are better only in passing offense and passing 
defense, but who's counting" 
When Kent coach Don James said his learn mighl be as 
many as (wo to three touchdown underdogs against Miami, 
he might have been making an understatement 
NO MATTER HOW YOU look at it. the Mid-American 
Conference title picture does not look good for Kent State. 
I'owever. I can! get those TU-MU or Kent-BU upsets out of 
my mind 
Let's just  hope  the   Redskins get  the job done this 
weekend We've counted on Toledo for too much (his season 
■ •■ 
We all know that teams of every sport use different 
signals during the course of a game 
But the Bowling Green rugby team may have set a pre- 
cedent in its game against Kent State last weekend Kent 
somehow knew Bowling Green's offensive signals and as a 
result the BG ruggers had little luck in moving the ball 
So co-captain Frank Riccardi used a little ethnic 
ingenuity "One-third of the team is Italian, so we fixed the 
problem by calling out the signals in Italian.' he said. 
Newman had watched his 
man do the sideline and fly 
and jet pass him for two 
TDs 
"I learned a good lesson 
down there, because it 
showed me that I was still 
getting my feel wet." 
Newman said That game 
marked the first lime the 
defensive secondary had 
come up against a passing 
team and outcome left little 
to be desired by the coaches 
MANY OF the little irrita- 
tions   that   Newman   first 
Kick Ncwnwn 
experienced at the rough 
cornerback spot are now 
behind him. His main prob- 
lem is to keep from making 
the same miscues that he 
made in the early part of the 
year. 
"Most of the problems 
that 1 had before came from 
not knowing position." 
Newman explained. 
"Everybody was worried 
about me and eventually I 
got down on myself, and that 
affected my play." 
Sometimes the junior 
defender felt as though he 
didn't have a friend in the 
world because of the way the 
different teams would con- 
stantly pick on him. 
"THAT'S  PART  of   Uie 
game, but now I'm much 
more settled. I've learned 
how to react to different sit- 
uations because of the plays 
that I have been involved 
in." he added. 
Many fans still believe 
that the corner is the wrong 
position for Newman. But 
the coaches have shown the 
needed patience to see their 
experiment begin to produce 
positive results 
There have been many 
times when the coaching 
staff could have thrown in 
the white flag and yanked 
their guinea pig quicker than 
a wink. But they have shown 
enough faith in Newman to 
let him stay in the frying pan 
and learn from his errors. 
The experiment has been 
long and painful for both the 
coaches and Newman. Bu( 
both sides have stuck it out 
and waited for the best to 
happen. Maybe now 
Newman is ready to produce 
every week like he did 
against Ohio University 
Comin' 
through 
Fullback PhD Polak jaunts pott his Mockers while picking up seme good 
yardoge. Polak was a workhorse for the Falcons Saturday as he gained 100 
yards in 17 carries. 
Bench NL's MVP for 2nd time 
NEW YORK (AP) - 
Johnny Bench proved both (o 
himself and to baseball thai 
he could come back and he 
reaped his reward yesterday 
by being named the 1972 
Mos( Valuable Player 
i MVP I in the National 
League 
It marked the second time 
in three years that the honor 
had fallen upon the 24-year- 
old catcher of the Cincinnati 
Reds who. after a 
spectacular 1970 season 
which won him the MVP. 
went into an abysmal  .238 
hitting slump in 1971. 
"I got a little out of shape 
on the banquet circuit." 
Bench said of his 1971 
collapse "I fell behind in 
my hitting and pressed too 
much I kept pressing but 
still couldn't catch up 
I said to myself then: 
Maybe I'll never have 
another good season.' " 
The rugged, hard-hitting 
catcher from Binger. Okla.. 
was a strong winner of the 
MVP    award    this    year. 
Newtphet* by Oene J. Pwsker 
getting 11 first place votes 
from the 24 man panel of the 
Baseball Writers Associ- 
ation-two from each league 
city and was rated no lower 
than fourth on any ballot 
Bench received a total of 
263 points -52 more than the 
runner-up in the voting. 
Billy Williams of the Chi- 
cago Cubs, who got 211. 
Willie Siargell of Pitts- 
burgh was third with 201 
points and Joe Morgan, a 
Bench teammate with the 
Miles among 
MACs best 
COLUMBUS (AP) - 
Record performances have 
earned Miami of Ohio 
defensive back Dan Rebsch 
and Bowling Green tailback 
Paul Miles Mid-American 
Conference Players of the 
Week honors. 
Rebsch was named the 
league's defensive player 
for picking off five passes 
against Western Michigan in 
a 38-8 Miami victory Satur- 
day. That tied a national re- 
cord and broke the con- 
ference mark. 
Miles rushed 30 times for 
194 yards and one touchdown 
as Bowling Green blanked 
Ohio University 17-0. He now 
has carried the ball 462 in his 
career for a school mark. 
Reds, was fourth with 197 
Steve Carlton of the Phila 
delphia Phillies, winner of 
the Cy Young Award as the 
year's top NL pitcher, came 
in fifth with 124 points. 
Bench batted 270 and led 
the league in home runs. 40. 
and in runs batted in. 12S. he 
became the sixth player in 
(he league's history to be a 
repeat MVP winner 
In 1970. when the Reds 
also won the NL pennant. 
Bench batted 293. hit 45 
home runs and had 148 HB1 
Ruggers win 
An inspired defense saved a 3-0 Bowling Green victory 
over Kent State last weekend 
The last 10 minutes of the second half were played within 
10 yards of the BG goal line The Falcons' only point came 
on a penalty kick by player coach Bill Morgan 
Playing a man short, the BG ruggers put on a sensational 
display of gang tackling and lateral pursuit as Kent failed to 
put a score across the goal line ' 
"WHEN WE can't put a score across on a team that is two 
men short, it say a lot for that team's defensive play said 
Dr. Dave McKee, the Kent coach 
BG played the final 10 minutes short two men because of 
injuries 
Defensive honors went to Jim I'aynes and Tom Kazmaier 
who both seemed to be in the right places when they were 
needed 
The B game found Kent in (he Falcon side of (he field 90 
per cent of the time Bowling Green defeated the Flashes by 
a 4-0 count 
"OUR RUBBER band defense and a couple of missed 
penalty kicks took the momentum out of them i KSU I." BG 
coach Roger Mazzarella said All we needed was one good 
offensive drive at the end to win the game ' 
That drive was capped by a tackle breaking jaunt by Joe 
Nicolai as the Falcons hung on to (he last minute to gam the 
win 
This week the Falcon ruggers will face Toledo at an unde- 
termined site and the C team will travel to Findlay on Satur- 
day 
T&Qm Roverbock Jesse Greathouse (21) who started his first varsity 
game for BG, teams up with linebacker John Villapiano (41) 
K to stop the Bobcats L. C. Lyons for a small gain. The Falcons 
WO
' 
K recorded their first shutout of the year against OU by a 17-0 
count. 
Seven win awards 
A record number of seven 
players have been given 
awards by the BG coaching 
staff after Saturday's 17-0 
win over Ohio University 
The victory could lead to a 
trip to the Tangerine Bowl 
as (he 1972 Mid-American 
Conference football 
champion 
Paul Miles became the 
lirst six-time winner of the 
season as he and fullback 
Phil Polak shared the Mr 
Back" honors Miles ripped 
off 194 yards in 30 carries 
and Polak netted 100 yards 
in 17 trips 
Tackle John Czerwinski of 
Port Clinton earned his fifth 
award of the year as "Mr. 
Block" I'e has won the 
honor for the third week in a 
row 
Three players lied for 
"Mr Tackle" honors. 
Middle guard Earl Hargrove 
of Youngstown i South i won 
his fourth award while 
sophomore linebacker Joe 
Russell of Parma and senior 
tackle Gary Zelonis of 
Parma each gained their 
first awards. 
Junior Rick Newman of 
Fairview Park won his first 
award of the year by cap- 
turing the "Mr Inter- 
ception" honors. 
Miles and Russell were 
Bowling Green's nomi- 
nations for Mid-American 
Conference Players-Of-The- 
Week honors. 
The Brothers of Phi Delta Theta would like 
to congratulate their 20 fantastic pledges. 
Rick Knowles 
Mark Tudi 
Rick Alpert 
Wayne Cox 
Phil Cox 
Dave Bowers 
Dan Riegle 
Jim Munch 
Ed Calhoun 
Ed Fricke 
PatMcMillen 
Bill Lauro 
Bob Malekoff 
Mitch Dorf 
Gary Michaels 
Bill Everett 
Chuck Wehrle 
Jim Caprara 
Jack Stark 
Dave Benedict 
Good luck with Pledging and 
have a Great Year! 
Grotto Gardens 
Thursday Night Featuring 
OHIO COUNTRY 
30 min. from BG for a Good Time 
Drive North on 1-75 to 475 
475 North of Sylvania to Sterns Rd. Exit 
Rt. on Sterns Rd. and Left on Whiteford Center Rd. 
.School Special 
Lamb Coats Fur lined. 
Fur Borders, Suede Outside 
Jacket length 
Orig 
113500 
5165 00 
$17500 
Now 
90.00 
110.00 
125.00 
I N.ERIE ST. off Exit 981 
|of 1-75 follow one way 
to Roth Furs 
Pant length 
Long length 
Ferdinand Roth Furs 
UZ Erie St. 
HUM 
.See: Doa Brown 
Right from 
the attic 
"Real Fur Coats and*- 
Jackets that 
were traded 
in on new 
garments 
Now - The 
vogue for 
wearing to 
school. 
Specially priced n 
J45to'90 
lOPEN DAILY 9 till 5 - Mon. & Thurs. 9 till 7 Sunday 1 till 5 
